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Abstract
In this thesis we make a contribution in the area of Extended Theories of Gravity (ETG)
by studying the dynamics of the R lnR model. We draw attention to the importance of
introducing complete alternative theories of gravity and studying the possible geometri-
cal origin of Dark Energy (unknown form of energy), which is commonly thought to be
responsible for the present epoch of accelerated expansion that our universe undergoes.
The first chapter of the thesis is an introduction to one of the most successful models in
the realm of cosmology i.e. the ΛCDM model. At the end of the first chapter we give a
brief discussion on the ground breaking news from the BICEP2 experiment. However,
part of the community argues that the BICEP2 results cannot be ascribed to a primor-
dial gravitational waves. In fact, the recent dust map was released by Planck’s team
lowered the chances that the signal detected by BICEP2 team can be due to primordial
gravitational waves. The second chapter introduces a review of the motivations that
stimulated researchers to pursue new theories of gravity. Moreover, we revisit the math-
ematical basis of the f(R) theory of gravity and explain how a viable model of f(R) can
account for the most bizarre phenomenon in the universe, namely Dark Energy. The
third chapter is dedicated to the basis and the techniques of the theory of dynamical
systems. The fifth chapter includes some original work on the R lnR model dynamics in
two different versions (compact and non-compact phase space). In this thesis, we show
that the R lnR model cannot be considered as a viable model since it has serious flaws.
These flaws will be addressed, in detail, in chapter5.
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Chapter 1
The concordance model of
cosmology
Cosmology may be defined simply as the branch of science that searches for under-
standing of the universe as a whole - its history, its present, its future - on the largest
scales. It attempts to find answers to the oldest questions of mankind: How has the
universe evolved? What is the universe made of? What is the fate of the universe?
In this thesis we study a class of Extended Theories of Gravity (ETG) namely metric
f(R) gravity, and its role in revealing the possible geometrical nature underlying the
accelerated expansion which our universe is currently experiencing.
1.1 Historical Background
It was the Greek philosophers, Aristarchus of Samos (310 BC - 230 BC), Aristotle (384
BC – 322 BC) and Ptolemy (90 AD -168 AD) who proposed the first theories to explain
how the heavens work or ”Celestial Mechanics”. In particular, the ”geocentric” Ptole-
maic system with it’s ”perfect circles” and small ”epicycles” was the accepted theory
to explain the motion of the heavenly bodies. In the 16th century, Copernicus, Kepler
and Galileo proposed a ”heliocentric” system as an alternative to the Greek philoso-
phers’ theories. With Isaac Newton’s 1687 publication of ”Principia Mathematica”,
the problem of the motion of the heavenly bodies was solved. Furthermore, Newton
provided a physical mechanism for Kepler’s laws of planetary motion. Newton’s laws
of universal gravitation demystified the anomalies in the previous systems - geocentric
and heliocentric- caused by gravitational interaction between the planets. Two cen-
turies later, Albert Einstein formulated General Relativity theory which accounts for
the implications of Newton’s theory on the cosmological large scale.
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Scientific cosmology really began in 1917, when Albert Einstein published the final mod-
ification to his theory of gravity [8]. This research paper stimulated early cosmologists
such as Willem de Sitter, Karl Schwarzschild and Arthur Eddington to explore the astro-
nomical consequences of the general theory of relativity. Einstein inserted a term called
the cosmological constant (Λ) into the field equations to prevent the universe from col-
lapsing. In other words, Einstein assumed the universe to be static and unchanging.
When it became clear that the universe was not actually static, but it expands; Einstein
abandoned the constant term (Λ), calling it the ”biggest blunder” of his career [9].
Lately Einstein’s cosmological constant (Λ) has been revived to explain a mysterious
force called Dark Energy that seems to be counteracting gravity: causing the universe
to expand at an accelerating pace.
1.2 The Expanding Universe
The recent observations of distant supernovae type Ia (SNIa) [10, 11] ruled out the
possibility that our universe is an Einstein-de Sitter universe and suggested that the
universe experiences an accelerated expansion epoch. These results have raised a more
crucial question: What could be the nature of the energy needed to cause this acceler-
ated expansion? One of the proposed explanations is a negative pressure cosmic fluid,
dubbed dark energy. Dark energy is believed to cause cosmic speed-up, despite the
known gravitational attractive properties of the matter components of the universe. The
acceleration could also be due to the cosmological constant (Λ) term in Einstein field
equations. However, a positive and sufficiently large (Λ) would overcome the gravita-
tional attractive force to provide repulsion, leading to a model of an accelerating universe
[12]. One method of determining the expansion of the universe is by means of calculating
the Doppler effect of distant objects. In 1929, Hubble discovered, observationally, that
distant galaxies in our local group recede away from each other and the receding velocity
was found to be proportional to the relative distance of the object [13]. This became
known as Hubble’s law and is expressed mathematically as
u = H0dphys, (1.1)
where u is the velocity of the receding object, H is the Hubble constant and dphys is the
instantaneous physical distance. The subscript ”0” indicates that H takes the present
day value. Hubble’s law can also be derived from a pure mathematical consideration.
One can expand the scale factor, a(t), as a power series about the present epoch, t0, to
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obtain
a(t) = a(t0 − (t0 − t)),
= a(t0)− (t0 − t)ȧ(t0) +
1
2
(t0 − t)2ä(t0)− ...,
= a(t0)[1− (t0 − t)H(t0)−
1
2
(t0 − t)2q(t0)H2(t0)− ...], (1.2)





q(t) = − ä(t)a(t)
ȧ2(t)
, (1.4)
where dots refer to differentiation with respect to cosmic time. The redshift, z, can be




− 1 = [1− (t0 − t)H(t0)−
1
2
(t0 − t)2q(t0)H2(t0)− ...]−1 − 1, (1.5)
and, assuming that t0 − t t0, (1.5) yields
z = (t0 − t)H(t0) +
1
2






For the very nearby galaxies the proper physical distance to these galaxies can be ap-
proximated as
d ≈ c(t0 − t). (1.7)
Moreover, from (1.6), z ≈ (t0 − t)H0. In this case, the cosmological redshift can be
treated as a Doppler shift due to a recession velocity, u, of the emitting galaxy. One
obtains
u = cz = H0d, (1.8)
which yields the Hubble’s law as we introduced earlier. Objects moving toward the
observer would produce blue-shifted wavelengths while those moving away from the
observer would be red-shifted in the spectrum. The redshift, z, of objects moving away
from observer can be expressed as




where λ is the wavelength. There is uncertainty about the estimated value of H0:
Freedman et al [14] estimates H0 = 72± 8km.s−1Mpc−1, while Riess et al [10] estimates
H0 = 74.2 ± 3.6km.s−1Mpc−1, while most recently, it is measured to be H0 = 67.4 ±
1.4km.s−1Mpc−1 by Planck team[1]
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Figure 1.1: Constrain The Hubble parameter value using the Planck data, the 1-σ
and 2-σ contours exhibit a more tight constraints by implementing joint analysis with
different data sets.i.e, Planck+lensing+WP [1].
1.2.1 Distance Measures
Using the instantaneous physical distance to represent the distance term in (1.1) is
conceivable, providing that the redshifts are small. In case of high redshifts, the physical
distance is no longer appropriate to use. The physical distance dphys is not observable,
since observations always refer to events on our past light cone, not our current spatial
hypersurface [15]. For this purpose we introduce different distance measures which can
be calculated from observable quantities. The luminosity distance belongs to that class


















where u is the transverse proper velocity and θ̇ the observed angular velocity. These
three measures are linked in the following way
dL = (1 + z)dM = (1 + z)
2dA. (1.13)
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1.3 Foundations of Relativistic Cosmology
1.3.1 The cosmological Principle
Modern cosmological models are based on the idea that the universe is nearly the same
everywhere, a stance sometimes known as the Copernican Principle [15]. This prin-
ciple is related to two more mathematically precise properties that a manifold might
have: isotropy and homogeneity. If the universe is isotropic, then this means you will
see no difference in the space as you look in different directions. When viewed on the
largest scales, the universe looks the same to all observers. Homogeneity states that
the average density of matter is nearly the same in all places in the universe and the
universe is fairly smooth on large scales. Observations to date support the idea that the
universe is both isotropic and homogeneous. Both facts are linked to what is called the
cosmological principle. The cosmological principle is derived from the Copernican
Principle but has no foundation in any particular physical model or theory, i.e. it cannot
be ’proved’ in a mathematical sense. However, it has been supported by the analysis
of the The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) observational data [16],
which reveals nearly identical temperature of about 2.725 K of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) radiation coming from different parts of the universe [17]. Conse-
quently, the cosmological principle, which asserts that the universe is homogeneous on
large scales [18] is assumed to be valid.
1.3.2 Geometry of Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker
The only metric, which can be defined on a given spacetime, that is consistent with
the properties discussed above (isotropy and homogeneity) is the so-called Friedmann-
Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric. The FLRW line element, is defined as
follows [19],
ds2 = −dt2 + [a(t)]2[ dr
2
1− kr2 + r
2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)]. (1.14)
The geometry of the spatial part is determined by,
dσ2 = a20[
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)], (1.15)
where a0 = a(t0) and k is the constant spatial curvature. k can take one of the values 1,
0 and −1 which correspond to closed, flat and open geometries respectively. We consider
the different possible scenarios for the geometry of the universe emerging from assigning
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different values for k.
1.3.2.1 Positive curvature k = 1
Setting k = 1 in (1.14), leads to a singularity in the coefficient of dr2 at r = 1. In order
to resolve this singularity we introduce the following coordinate transformations,
r = sinχ, (1.16)
so that
dr = cosχdχ = (1− r2)dχ, (1.17)
and (1.15) becomes
dσ2 = a20[dχ
2 + sin2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)], (1.18)
and thus (1.14) takes the form
ds2 = −dt2 + [a(t)]2[dχ2 + sin2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)]. (1.19)
Surfaces of constant times correspond to a spherical, or closed geometry. Thus, two
particles with initially parallel velocity vectors eventually converge.
1.3.2.2 Zero curvature k = 0
If we consider the following set of spherical coordinates substitutions,
x = a0r sin θ cosφ,
y = a0r sin θ sinφ,
z = a0r cos θ, (1.20)
then (1.15) becomes
dσ2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2, (1.21)
and hence the metric (1.14) is
ds2 = −dt2 + [a(t)]2[dx2 + dy2 + dz2]. (1.22)
The spatial section (1.21) is three-dimensional Ecluidean space.
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1.3.2.3 Negative curvature k = −1
Introducing a new variable χ,
r = sinhχ, (1.23)
then
dr = coshχdχ, (1.24)
and (1.14) becomes
ds2 = −dt2 + [a(t)]2[dχ2 + sinh2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)]. (1.25)
This corresponds to hyperbolic, or open, geometry; two particles with initially parallel
velocity vectors eventually diverge.
For the sake of simplicity and because it is strongly supported by observations, we will
regard the spacetime as spatially flat, homogeneous and isotropic.
1.3.3 Wely’s Postulate
The stress energy tensor, Tµν , is a symmetric tensor of 2nd rank. The general form of
this tensor can be written as below:
Tµν = (ρ+ P )uµuν + Pgµν + [qµuν + qνu
µ + πµν ], (1.26)
where ρ is the energy density, P is the pressure,g is the metric tensor,qµ is the heat flux
vector and πµν is the viscous shear tensor. Wely’s Postulate states that the particles of
the substratum lie in spacetime on a congruence of time-like geodesics diverging from
a point in the finite or infinite past [19]. It can be inferred from this postulate that
the matter at any point possesses a unique velocity and thus treating the substratum
as a perfect fluid is a good approximation. For this purpose, we make the following
simplifications
qµ = πνµ = 0. (1.27)
The perfect fluid will be specified by an energy density ρ and isotropic pressure P in its
rest frame. The energy-momentum tensor of such a fluid is then given by
Tµν = (ρ+ P )uµuν + Pgµν . (1.28)
The last equation can be written with lower indices as
Tµν = (ρ+ P )uµuν + Pgµν , (1.29)
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and with one index raised (1.29) becomes
Tµν = diag(−ρ, P, P, P ), (1.30)
where uµ is the fluid four-velocity and uµu
µ = −1.
1.3.4 General Relativity
No one can deny that the golden age of cosmology began with the introduction of Ein-
stein’s general theory of relativity to describe the gravitational interactions on the largest
scales. The theory introduced a profound insight to gravitational interactions: gravi-
tational interaction is a manifestation of the curvature of spacetime. To introduce this
new approach to understanding gravity, Einstein applied the universality principle. Gen-
eral Relativity theory, the cosmological principle and Wely’s postulate together are the
three fundamental pillars upon which modern cosmology lie. The differential equations
for the scale factor and the matter density follow from Einstein’s field equations given by
Gµν = Rµν −
1
2
gµν = 8πGTµν , (1.31)
where Gµν is the Einstein tensor and Rµν is the Ricci tensor [20]. The Ricci tensor is
derived by contracting the Riemann tensor. The Riemann tensor is defined as:
Rµβµν = Γ
α
βν,µ − Γαβµ,ν + ΓασµΓσβν − ΓασνΓσβµ, (1.32)




gσδ[gδµ,ν + gδν,µ − gµν,δ], (1.33)
while the Ricci tensor is:
Rλµλν = Rµν . (1.34)
The trace of the Ricci tensor gives the Ricci scalar:
R = Rµ µ = g
µνRµν . (1.35)





gµνR+ Λgµν = 8πGTµν . (1.36)
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The trace of (1.36) yields
R = 8πGT − 4Λ. (1.37)













Substituting (1.37) in (1.36), and moving the trace term to right hand side, one gets the
following equivalent ”trace-reversed” form










(aä+ 2ȧ2 + 2k)
1− kr2 ,
R22 = (aä+ 2ȧ
2 + 2k)r2,
R33 = (aä+ 2ȧ
2 + 2k)r2 sin2 θ. (1.41)
The trace of the energy-momentum tensor (1.29) is:
T = Tµµ = −ρ+ 3P. (1.42)
1.3.5 Friedmann’s Equations
The µν = 00 component of (1.40) is given by
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Because of isotropy, there is only one distinct equation from µν = ij. Thus the compo-
nent µν = 11 equation gives















= 4πG(ρ− P ) + Λ. (1.45)










Equations (1.44) and (1.46) together are known as the Friedmann equations. The
continuity equation is obtained from energy-momentum conservation law,
∇µTµν = ∂µTµν + ΓµµλT λν + ΓνµλTµλ = 0. (1.47)
The former equation has three equivalent components, µ = 1, 2, 3. Considering ν = 0 ,
and taking into consideration that (1.29) is diagonal, then terms of (1.47) are written as
∂µT
µ0 = ∂0T




















(ρ+ P ) = 0, (1.51)
where ρ and P are the total energy density and the pressure of the fluid respectively.
Equation (1.44) suggests that the cosmological constant contributes negatively to the





πG(ρ+ 3P ). (1.52)
Therefore, the condition for acceleration is
ρ+ 3P < 0, (1.53)







For any value of the Hubble parameter H there is a critical value of the energy density


































Ωtot = Ω + ΩΛ, (1.60)




The sign of k is determined by whether Ωtot is greater than, equal to, or less than unity.
We have
Ωtot > 1 ≡ ρ > ρcrit → k > 0,
Ωtot = 1 ≡ ρ = ρcrit → k = 0,
Ωtot < 1 ≡ ρ < ρcrit → k < 0.
As stated before, throughout this thesis, the universe is assumed to be spatially flat and
hence Ωtot = 1. This assumption seems consistent with observations which have shown
1 Ω = Ωm + Ωr
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that the current state of universe is such that the value of Ωtot is very close to unity [22].
Figure 1.2: Left: Depiction of the three possible geometries of the universe.Right:
Curvature and expansion history of the universe [2].
1.4.1 The evolution of a universe filled with a perfect fluid
Assuming a universe filled with a barotropic perfect fluid with an equation of state
w = P/ρ, (1.62)
solving (1.44) and (1.46), with k = 0 yields
H(t) =
2
3(1 + w)(t− t0)
. (1.63)
Inserting H(t) = ȧ/a in (1.63) and integrating gives
a(t) ∝ (t− t0)
2
3(1+w) . (1.64)
Similarly, one can substitute H(t) = ȧ/a and w = P/ρ in (1.51). Integrating both sides
yields
ρ ∝ a−3(1+w). (1.65)
The above solution is valid for w 6= −1. The solution for the scale factor a(t) represents
the dynamics of the universe. Consequently, for a dust-dominated universe with w = 0
[23], the solution is
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a(t) ∝ (t− t0)2/3, ρ ∝ a−3. (1.66)
For a radiation-dominated universe with w = 1/3, the solution is
a(t) ∝ (t− t0)1/2, ρ ∝ a−4. (1.67)
For a matter-dominated universe, ρ ∝ a−3 is expected as ρ ∝ 1/V and V ∝ a3, where V
is the volume. In the radiation-dominated universe, the energy E is lost as the universe
expands as E ∝ 1/a. The number density, as in the matter-dominated universe, is
proportional to 1/a3. The dynamical behaviour of the scale factor, in the absence of
a cosmological constant, for different epochs of the universe is summarised in Table
[1.1]. Subsequently, knowing the evolution of the scale factor a(t) gives an idea about
Cosmological Era The Evolution of Scale factor The Equation of State
Dust a(t) ∝ (t− t0)2/3 w = 0
Radiation a(t) ∝ (t− t0)1/2 w = 1/3
Vacuum energy a(t) ∝ eHt w = −1
Table 1.1: Summary for the evolution of the scale factor a(t) for different cosmological
eras of the universe.
the energy contents of the universe. Since we are interested in the late-time era of a
universe, dominated by dark energy, radiation has been neglected in this thesis.
1.5 Dark matter
1.5.1 Evidences for the existence of dark matter
The first and most robust indication of the existence of dark matter has been inferred
from the flattened galactic rotation curves [24] observed by Zwicky [25] during his study
of the Coma cluster. Further strong evidence for the existence of dark matter comes
from the observations of galaxy rotation curves in spiral galaxies Fig [1.3]. Newtonian
dynamics failed to predict the behaviour of the rotation curves in spiral galaxies as they
are measured. This suggests the existence of halos of a non-luminous matter around
spiral galaxies. It has been reported [1] that only about 4.9% of the universe is the
observed ordinary matter such as atoms, while dark matter is believed to make up
about 26.8% Fig [1.4]. The rest, presumably, is filled with so-called dark energy whose
nature is still unknown.
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Figure 1.3: The green points on the plot correspond to the observed velocities of
objects orbiting the M33 galaxy as a function of their distance from the galactic center.
The lower curve on the plot (dashed line) shows what the rotational velocity of objects
in the M33 galaxy is expected to be based on the luminous matter in the galaxy. Clearly,
the green points do not match the dashed line: the rotational velocity of objects outside
the galaxy is far faster than the prediction. If, however, there were a large amount of
non-luminous matter in the galaxy, objects far from the galactic center would move
much faster. The solid green line is the velocity predicted for the orbiting objects if
there is dark matter in M33. These rotation curves provide strong indirect evidence for
dark matter. Credit: NOAO, AURA, NSF, T.A.Rector.
Figure 1.4: the so-called the cosmic pie: On the left, showing contents of the universe
before WMAP estimations and on the right more recent estimations provided by the
analysis of Planck data. Credit: ESA and the Planck Collaboration.
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1.5.2 Candidates for dark matter
Dark matter does not interact with normal matter or electromagnetic radiation. It
interacts only gravitationally. Therefore, it has not yet been possible to detect dark
matter directly. Only the total dark sector energy-momentum tensor is inferred from its
combined gravitational effect on visible matter. The search for candidate dark matter
particles is still in progress (see e.g. [26]).
The most well-known candidates for dark matter include axions, neutrinos, neutralinos.
Dark matter is considered essential in the formation and growth of large scale structures
in the universe such as galaxies and clusters of galaxies. Weakly interacting particles,
including dark matter and its candidate particles, are collectively classed as Weakly In-
teracting Massive Particles (WIMPs) [27]. It has been predicted by particle physicists
that the dark matter particles must be very massive in order for its properties to be
consistent with the structure formation in the universe [28]. There are various classifi-
cations of dark matter: one of which is the cold dark matter (CDM) for non-relativistic
dark matter which has no significant random motion, and another one is called hot dark
matter (HDM) which is relativistic. There is yet another type of dark matter model
known as warm dark matter (WDM). The cosmological effects of this model depend
both on density and the nature of random motion. The CDM candidates may be some
kind of lightest supersymmetric particles or massive primordial black holes while neu-
trinos may be the possible candidates for HDM. Active experimental efforts have been
made to search for neutrinos (see e.g. [29] and the references therein).
1.6 Dark Energy
The latest assessment for the universe energy budget [1] reveals that dark energy dom-
inates with around 68.3% of the total energy. For this reason it is worthwhile to in-
vestigate a universe dominated by dark energy. The idea of dark energy, however, is
hypothetical since it has never been detected nor created in a laboratory. It has been
introduced to explain the accelerated expansion epoch that the universe experiences at
the present time. Furthermore, at this stage, it is necessary to include the concept of
dark energy in order to account for the vast majority of missing energy in the universe,
which otherwise would lead to a “shortfall” of the energy budget of the universe. One
of the simplest models for dark energy is the cosmological constant Λ or vacuum energy
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where PΛ is the dark energy pressure and ρΛ is the dark energy density. The negative
pressure of dark energy distinguishes it from the other components such as baryons and
radiations. The disappearance of the original motivation for introducing the cosmologi-
cal constant did not change its status as a legitimate addition to the gravitational field
equations. Alternatively, the cosmological constant is now regarded as a form of dark
energy that, possibly, causes the late-time cosmic speed-up.
Indeed, the standard model of cosmology, known as ΛCDM (cold dark matter) model
is in good agreement with observational data. However, the model has various prob-
lems such as a difference of 10121 in order of magnitude between ρΛ ≈ 10−47GeV 4 and
ρvac ≈ 1074GeV 4. This problem is called the cosmological constant problem (for recent
review, see e.g. [23, 30]).
The second issue related to the cosmological constant problems is the coincidence be-
tween the observed vacuum energy and the current matter density. The best fit values of
the cosmological parameters are: ΩΛ0 = 0.68 and ΩM0 = 0.27, but the relative balance




As a consequence, at early times the vacuum energy is negligible in comparison to
matter and radiation, while at late times matter and radiation are negligible. It has
been speculated that if dark energy evolves with time, then the cosmological coincidence
problem may be alleviated. One of the simplest scalar field models of time-evolving dark
energy is quintessence [31, 32]. Some other models of dark energy are scalar field models
such as phantom fields [33], K-essence [34–36], tachyons [37, 38] and Chaplygin gas
[39–41].
1.6.1 The dynamics of a universe with a non-vanishing cosmological
constant
Earlier in this chapter2, we included solutions to a flat (FLRW) universe with a zero
cosmological constant. A good generalisation of these solutions can be found by inves-
tigating the dynamics of a spcetime dominated by cosmological constant (Λ) having a
non-trivial value. We will concentrate on deriving the solution of a spatially flat (Ωk = 0)
universe filled with dust only (Ωr,0 = 0). In this case, the cosmological field equation
becomes [21]
ȧ2 = H20 [(1− ΩΛ,0)a−1 + ΩΛ,0a2]. (1.70)
2see Table 1.1








(1− ΩΛ,0) + ΩΛ,0x4
. (1.71)














where the plus sign in the integrand corresponds to the case ΩΛ,0 > 0, and the minus


















if ΩΛ,0 < 0.
(1.73)
If the initial dark energy component ΩΛ,0 is positive,( Fig [1.5]), then the cosmological
force will be repulsive. Specifically for these models, a repulsive force will support an
expanding scenario but with an inflection point, at which the expansion rate is changed.
If ΩΛ,0 is negative, (Fig [1.5]), then the cosmological force will be attractive causing an
end to the initial expansion and bringing the model to a collapse usually called ” the
big crunch”.
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Figure 1.5: Left: Expanding models with an inflection point at which the expansion
rate is changed. Right: Bouncing evolution of a scale factor for a universe contains a
random initial negative dark energy component.
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1.7 Shortcomings of the Big Bang Cosmology
1.7.1 Horizon problem
Despite the fact that the early universe was vanishingly small, the rapid expansion
precluded causal contact from being established throughout. The Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) has a perfect black body spectrum. Two photons coming from op-
posite directions have nearly equal temperatures. Yet these photons come from different
regions, that at the time of last scattering were not in causal contact with each other.
Photons travel on null geodesics with ds2 = 0 ⇒ dr = dta(t) for a radial path. The
Figure 1.6: Conformal diagram for Big Bang cosmology. At the time of recombination
there were a lot of photons that never had casual contact among each other and thus
there was no time for any thermal equilibrium to took place [3].
particle horizon is the maximum distance a light ray can travel between t = 0 and t













1− n ∼ H
−1 ∝
a3/2, (MD)a2, (RD) (1.74)
Where MD stands for matter domination era, while RD stands for radiation domination
era. For a more illustrative way of visualising the horizon problem Fig [1.6] we introduce
the flat (FLRW) (1.14) in terms of conformal time. Conformal time (τ) relates to cosmic







Thus, for a radial propagation of light the flat (FLRW) becomes
ds2 = a(τ)2[−dτ2 + dχ2] (1.76)
Considering that photons travel on null geodesics with (ds2 = 0) gives dτ = ±
√
dχ2.
Thus the evolution of the scale factor a(τ) is given by
a(τ) =
τ2, (MD)τ, (RD) (1.77)
Both in radiation- and matter-dominated epochs, there are particle horizons and there
exist regions that cannot interact. On the other hand, the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) radiation is nearly homogeneous i.e. it has roughly the same temperature dis-
tribution in all directions on the sky. These are the regions that cannot have interacted
before recombination. Thus, the question arises as to how it was possible to achieve
thermal equilibrium if there were no interactions between these regions. This problem
is called horizon problem.
1.7.2 Flatness Problem
Consider the Friedmann equation in the form




The comoving Hubble radius (aH)−1 grows with time and thus Ωtot = 1 is an unstable
fixed point. Indeed
| Ωtot − 1 |pl
| Ωtot − 1 |0
∼ (apl
a0
)2 ∼ ( T0
Tpl
)2 ∼ O(10−64). (1.79)
We adopted an approximation in the first step by assuming a radiation dominated
universe (valid up until recombination epoch), while in the last step we took | Ωtot−1 |0=
O(1). To have a flat universe at present, the value of Ωtot at earlier times need to be
extremely fine-tuned.
The value of Ωtot at time t = 0 is of the order of unity. Thus it is expected that
Ωtot has to be close to unity at earlier times. For example, it is required that, at time
t = tnucleo when nucleosynthesis takes place, | Ω(tnucleo) |< O(10−16). This alongside
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| Ω(tpl) |< O(10−64) are highly fine-tuned conditions and are unlikely. Without these
fine-tuned conditions the universe would either collapse too soon, or expand too quickly
before large scale structures start forming.
1.7.3 The monopole problem
If the universe can be extrapolated back in time to high temperatures, it is likely that
it went through a series of phase transitions during its evolution. There are the elec-
troweak and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) phase transitions, and possibly other
ones at (much) higher scales, such as grand unified theory (GUT) phase transition(s).
Depending on the symmetry broken in the phase transition, topological defects (domain
walls, cosmic strings, monopoles or textures) may form. Monopoles are heavy point-like
objects, which behave like ordinary matter. If produced in the early universe, the en-
ergy density in monopoles decreases slower than the radiation background, and comes
to dominate the energy density in the universe early on (it “overcloses” the universe),
in conflict with observations.
1.8 Inflation
In principle, it is possible to tune initial conditions in the big bang cosmology so that
our current universe emerges. But the amount of tuning is enormous. Inflation — the
idea that the early universe went through a period of rapid accelerated expansion —
solves the previous problems (Horizon problem, Monopole problem,... etc). Flatness
and isotropy are no longer initial value problems, but rather they emerge dynamically;
the monopole problem is addressed as well. We define inflation to be any epoch where
ä > 0 .i.e. an accelerated expansion. We can rewrite this in several different ways
INFLATION ⇐⇒ ä > 0⇐⇒ d(aH)
−1
dt
< 0⇐⇒ (ρ+ 3P ) < 0. (1.80)
The middle definition reveals how the accelerated expansion reverses the behaviour of
the co-moving Hubble radius, it will decrease instead of increase. The growing co-
moving Hubble radius was the root of both the flatness and the horizon problem. To
get inflation the strong energy condition has to be broken. For extensive discussions on
the inflationary cosmology see [3, 42–49] .

















Figure 1.7: Conformal diagram of inflationary cosmology. Inflation extends conformal
time to negative values! The end of inflation creates an “ apparent ” Big Bang at τ = 0.
There is, however, no singularity at τ = 0 and the light cones intersect at an earlier
time if inflation lasts for at least 60 e-folds [3].
1.8.1 The horizon problem revisited
The horizon problem in big bang cosmology stems from the fact that the particle horizon
Rp ∼ H−1 increases faster than a physical length scale λ ∝ a with time. Thus extrap-
olating back a scale that is now inside the horizon λ < RH , it was outside at earlier
times. The inflation scenario solves the problem by providing a long phase in which
λ decreases faster than the horizon and the Hubble distance (aH)−1, which enters the









decreases with time during inflation, since (aH)−1 decreases.
1.8.2 The flatness problem revisited
Inflation solves the flatness problem more or less by definition (so that at least any
classical, as opposed to quantum, solution of the problem will fall under the umbrella of
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the inflationary definition) [28]. The Freedman equation during inflation gives
Ωtot − 1 =
k2
(aH2)2
∝ e−2N → 0, (1.82)
since
| Ωtot − 1 |tf




)2 = e−2N , (1.83)
this requires N & 60− 70; inflation predicts Ωtot0 = 1.
1.8.3 The monopole problem revisited
If inflation takes place after the phase transition during which monopoles form, the





1.9 Scalar Field Dynamics
The great advantage of employing a scalar field is that it has the same quantum number
as the vacuum, and thus can mimic a vacuum like state. Consider the action for a scalar
reheating
Figure 1.8: Example of an inflation potential. CMB fluctuations are created by
quantum fluctuations δφ about 60 e-folds before the end of inflation. At reheating, the
energy density of the inflaton is converted into radiation [3].











gµν∂µφ∂νφ− V (φ). (1.86)
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The potential V (φ) describes the self-interactions of the scalar field. The energy-
momentum tensor for the scalar field is


















= 0 . (1.88)
If we assume a flat FLRW metric (1.14) and restrict to the case of a homogeneous field









φ̇2 − V (φ) . (1.90)













2  V (φ), wφ = −1. If the potential energy V (φ) dominates over the kinetic
energy term 12 φ̇
2, this leads to an epoch of accelerated expansion. The dynamics of the
(homogeneous) scalar field and the FLRW geometry is determined by











The dynamical system given by (1.92) only enables accelerated expansion under specific
approximations. These approximations are satisfied in what is known as the slow roll
inflation. The slow roll approximation consists of
φ̇/2 V (φ) ⇒ H2 = ρ/3 ≈ V (φ)/3, (1.93)
φ̈ 3Hφ̇ ⇒ 3Hφ̇ ≈ −dV
dφ
. (1.94)
The first approximation ensures that H is almost constant Ḣ  H2, leading to inflation
with a ∼ eHt. The second approximation guarantees inflation is prolonged. The slow
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to be small: ε, | η | 1 [44].


















Inflation ends when slow roll is violated, ε(φf ) ≈ 1 or η(φf ) ≈ 1.
1.11 Classification of models for inflation
Single field models are typically placed under one of the following broad classes:
• Large Field Models: inflation parameters obey 0 < η 6 ε. In these models, the
scalar field is perturbed from a stabled minimum by an amount ∆φ ≈Mpl [3].
• Small-Field Inflation: the field moves over a small (sub-Planckian) distance (∆φ <
Mpl). The inflation parameters obey η < 0 < ε. The potentials that give rise to
such small-field evolutions often arise in mechanisms of spontaneous symmetry
breaking, where the field rolls off an unstable equilibrium toward a displaced vac-
uum [3].
• Hybrid Models: These models are identified by conditions on the second derivative
of the potential as well as on the slow roll parameters, V,φφ > 0 and η < 0 < ε.
1.12 Constraints on the inflationary models
The recent Planck data analysis [1] pointed out that the cosmological perturbations in
the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation are nearly Gaussian and of the
adiabatic type. Thus, even if one insists in assuming that these perturbations are to
be ascribed to single-field models of inflation [46], the data puts strong restrictions on
the inflationary parameter. Planck results disfavour many inflationary models. For
instance, the chaotic models φn with n ≤ 2 are not consistent with Planck data. In
particular, the simplest quadratic chaotic model m2φ2 does not fit well with data and
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thus has been excluded. Surprisingly, the Planck team reported that there is a very good
agreement between the data and the Starobinsky model (R+R2) proposed in [50]. The
perfect agreement between the model and the data is due to 1N suppression (N being
the number of e-folds till the end of inflation) of r with respect to the prediction for the
scalar spectral index ns [51].















































Figure 1.9: Marginalizing joint 68% and 95% CL regions for ns and r0.002 from Planck
in combination with other data sets compared to the theoretical predictions of selected
inflationary models [1].
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1.13 Good news for Inflation?!
The BICEP2 Experiment [4, 52] has announced a detection of B-modes of polarization
in the cosmic microwave background; see Fig [1.12]. In general, there are two types of
polarization patterns having imprints in (CMB). The first type is E-mode and can be
caused by density (scalar) perturbations, whilst gravitational wave (tensor) perturba-
tions produce both E- and B-mode polarization. The first type i.e. E-mode was first
detected by the DASI experiment [53]. The lensing B-mode spectrum is similar to a
smoothed version of the E-mode spectrum but a factor ∼ 100 lower in power Fig [1.10].
If the results hold, then they will be the most robust evidence for existence of primordial
gravitational waves generated during inflation epoch [50, 54, 55]. This, in turn, would
be a conclusive confirmation of the inflation scenario.
The measured B-mode component of the polarization is consistent with a scale invari-
Figure 1.10: E-mode polarization patterns look like asterisks or loops, and they
don’t change when mirror-imaged. B-modes, on the other hand, curl either clockwise
or counter-clockwise into spiral patterns. Credit: skyandtelescope.
ant gravitational wave background with a tensor-scalar ratio r = 0.2 Fig [1.11], which is
little different from the tensor fluctuation as calculated by the Planck team [1].
This new discovery leads to major consequences, the first consequence is binding the
energy scale of inflation to be
ρ
1





i.e. around the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) energy scale [56]. This gives a glimpse of
the importance of this discovery in enabling the physics of the universe to be studied
at a very high energy scale. The second consequence is that the single field slow roll
inflation scenario is favoured by the analysis of the BICEP2 results in contrast to Planck
project. Although BICEP2 results are compelling, and if they hold up, they will deepen
our understanding of our universe, there are some concerns that the results about the
fraction of polarization due to dust have been underestimated. There is a claim that a
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Figure 1.11: The constraint on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r.The maximum likelihood
and the ±1σ interval is r = 0.20+0.07−0.05, as indicated by the vertical lines [4].
Figure 1.12: BICEP2 apodized B-mode maps filtered to 50 < ` < 120 [4].
combination of Galactic foregrounds and lensed E-modes3 could be responsible for the
strong signal [57] detected by the BICEP2 team. In a recent study [57] it has been
shown that the 100×150 GHz and 150×150 GHz data are consistent with a cosmology
with r = 0.2 and negligible foregrounds, but also with a cosmology with r = 0 and a
significant dust polarization signal. In their estimation of the fraction of polarization
caused by dust4, the BICEP2 team relied on a map presented in [58], but a newer version
of the map [59] showed that the cosmic infra-red background (CIB) was not corrected
for in the first map [60]. Accounting for the (CIB) will increase the polarization fraction
from 5% to 8.5%. This in turn increases the dust polarization power spectrum by a factor
3Gravitational lensing can generate B-modes by lensing E-modes.
4The team assumed the fraction of polarization due to dust in the field to equal 5%.
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of 3 [60]. Therefore, the strong signal detected by the BICEP2 team, could possibly,
be ascribed to dust and not to a primordial gravitational waves. We can see that the
BICEP2 results are not yet confirmed5, so we should be careful in either accepting or
rejecting these results.
1.13.1 The debate continues
Although the latest map of interstellar dust, which has been released by the Planck team
[61], did not conclude that BICEP2 results are entirely incorrect, it certainly lowered
the chances that the signal detected by the team can be ascribed to real primordial
gravitational waves. The analysis of the latest dust map reveals that BICEP2 team
significantly underestimated the dust polarization in the region around the South Pole
Fig [1.13]. Based on Planck’s team latest dust map, a joint project between BICEP2
and Planck’s teams has been established. The project aims to re-analyse BICEP2 data
and give the final word about the residual signal after subtracting the dust. The map
shows that the dust cannot be ignored in any patch in the sky even in the South Pole.
More importantly, the dust map serves as a guide to astronomers as it indicates precisely
where the forthcoming telescope projects aiming to study the gravitational waves, CMB
must be established.
Figure 1.13: Planck’s full-sky map grades regions of lower (blue) and higher (red)
interstellar dust — and shows that the patch observed by the BICEP2 telescope (rect-
angle) was not among the least dusty. The left panel shows the northern Galactic
hemisphere and the right panel shows the southern one.
5At the time of writing this manuscript the final dust maps of Planck project have not been published
yet. When the final maps are released in October 2014, they might put an end to this controversy.
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1.14 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has been dedicated to demonstrating the fundamental pillars upon which
modern cosmology is established. The Big Bang cosmology with a cosmological con-
stant i.e. the ΛCDM model successfully accounts for most of the observations up to
now. However the model has some problems such as the monopole problem, the hori-
zon problem and the flatness problem,..., etc. Assuming an epoch of rapid accelerated
expansion leads to resolving most of these problems. Moreover, we introduced a brief
review of the latest outputs of both Planck and BICEP2 projects. The Planck (2013)
results came first and put tight constraints on the inflationary models thus excluding
some of these models. Although BICEP2 (2014) results concerning the detection of
primordial gravitational waves were considered to be one of the biggest achievements in
modern cosmology, the results did not hold up according to some research groups. These
groups claimed that the BICEP2 team data analysis results are fallacious and the signal
extracted by the BICEP2 team is due to polarized dust. In the next chapter we will
survey a number of modified theories of gravity and will reveal how we can recast the
late accelerated expansion of the universe within them, without invoking a cosmological
constant in the field equations.
Chapter 2
Extended Theories of Gravity
2.1 The quest for Extended Theories of Gravity
Although the merits of the theory of General Relativity (GR) are undisputed, our under-
standing of the universe through (GR) is still far from complete. Indeed, the Standard
Big Bang model of the universe [62] is one of the most successful cosmological models
since it agrees with various observations and explains many cosmological phenomena.
However, the model suffers from a variety of problems such as the flatness problem,
the horizon problem, the monopole problem,..., etc 1 [54]. The ΛCDM model problems
inspired the growing thought that the standard cosmological model based on (GR) and
the Standard Model of particle physics is inadequate to describe the universe at extreme
regimes. Moreover, the absence of a complete and self-consistent quantum theory of
gravitation has a crucial role in prompting the efforts to modify (GR). One of the vari-
ous alternatives which has been introduced is Extended Theories of Gravity (ETG). The
underlying idea in (ETG) is extending (GR) by adding higher order curvature invariants
and minimally or non-minimally coupled scalar fields into the dynamics emerging from
some effective quantum gravity action [63].
2.2 The Fundamental Physics motivation
From a pure physical perspective, there are two reasons that motivated the search for
a new theory of gravity, or modifying (GR). The first motivation is the obvious incon-
sistency between (GR) and Mach’s principle. According to Mach’s principle the local
inertial frame is determined by the average motion of distant astronomical objects [63].
1For a comprehensive discussion on the origin of these problems and how inflation scenario has
resolved them, one goes back to section (1.7) and section (1.8).
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Therefore, the gravitational coupling could be scale-dependent and could be related
to some scalar field. As a consequence, the concepts of ”inertia” and the Equivalence
Principle have to be revised [64].
The second motivation has appeared in the context of introducing a quantized version
of (GR) or what we call a quantum theory of gravity. Actually, the new terms in ”
Einstein-Hilbert action” emerge as a natural result of the interactions among quantum
scalar fields and background geometry or gravitational self-interactions. More recently,
it was shown that the corrective terms are unavoidable in order to obtain the effective
action of Quantum Gravity at scales closer to the Planck scale [65].
2.3 The Cosmology motivation
In this section, we investigate the cosmological motivations for (ETG) in more detail.
The recent observations of light-curves of supernovae type Ia [10, 11, 66], and indepen-
dently from measurements of the Baryon acoustic oscillations, Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground anisotropies [22, 67], Large Scale Structure formation [68–70] and weak lensing
[71], have excluded the possibility that the universe is modelled by an Einstein-de Sitter
solution. Furthermore, the observations favoured the possibility that the present uni-
verse is experiencing an epoch of accelerated expansion. The first attempt to resolve late
time cosmic speed-up was by constructing the concordance model (ΛCDM) in which a
negative pressure cosmic fluid called dark energy is responsible for the current cosmic
speed-up. However, the ΛCDM model has a fine tuning problem: a significant difference
in magnitudes (O(10121)) between the cosmological constant and the vacuum energy
density value predicted by particle physics. A more general concept of dark energy has
been proposed, that is quintessence: a hypothetical fifth fundamental force which, unlike
the cosmological constant (Λ), is of a dynamical form. It takes the form of a scalar field
(φ), which strongly couples to matter. Although (φCDM) managed to accomplish a
good correlation with observations, the values of the dark energy and dark matter den-
sities remain comparable at the present epoch which means that the new model suffers
from the same coincidence problem as well. In the early time, the scalar field φ mimics
and tracks the matter behaviour in contrast to the late time situation, the dynamical
dark energy stops tracking the matter and dominates it. In a parallel way, lots of efforts
have been done to address the dark energy problem in the context of (ETG). Most of
these efforts attempt to reveal the potential geometrical origin of dark energy.
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2.4 f(R) theories of gravity
That class of modified gravity theories, firstly, was proposed by Buchdahl [72], f(R)
theories gained more popularity after further developments by Starobinsky [50] and
later, following the realization of the discrepancy between theory and observation [73–
88]. Although the principle on which all the modified theories of gravity have been
established, namely generalizing the (E-H) action, remains the same, the techniques that
have been adopted to accomplish that goal vary from one theory to another. Analogously,














d4xLM (gµν ,ΨM ) , (2.2)
where κ2 = 8πG, g is the determinant of the metric gµν , and LM is a matter Lagrangian
that depends on gµν and matter fields ΨM . The Ricci scalar R is defined by R = g
µνRµν ,





µν − ∂µΓλλν + ΓλµνΓρρλ − ΓλνρΓ
ρ
µλ . (2.3)
In the case of the torsionless metric formalism, the connections Γαβγ are the usual metric















This follows from the metricity relation, ∇λgµν = ∂gµν/∂xλ − gρνΓρµλ − gµρΓ
ρ
νλ = 0.
There are many reason to consider the f(R) theory of gravity as a worthwhile candidate
among the higher order theories of gravity:
• The flexibility of the function f(R) makes it easy to select and combine different
terms that could address the different epochs that the universe evolves over them.
• It has been confirmed that f(R) is unique among the higher order gravity theories
that could avoid the fatal Ostrogradski instability [89].
• Even if f(R) is far from being the ultimate theory of gravity, it has helped us to
obtain a better insight to General Relativity (GR).
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2.5 The metric formalism of f(R)
In this section, we derive the field equations for f(R) in the metric formalism. In ad-
dition to the metric version, there is also Palatini f(R) gravity [72, 90, 91]. In (GR),
there is no difference between the two approaches, and thus the field equations remain
independent of the derivation method. Extended Theories of Gravity (ETG) are unlike
(GR) because when we generalize the (E-H) action and attempt to work out the f(R)
field equations, a substantial difference arises between the two approaches. In the Pala-
tini approach, the metric and the connection are assumed to be independent variables
and one varies the action with respect to both [90]. In addition to these two types, we
have another approach called ”metric-affine” f(R) gravity [90, 91]. The metric-affine
approach is the same as the Palatini approach but without imposing that the matter
action is independent of the connection. In fact, addressing the cosmological accelera-
tion within the metric-affine gravity is complicated and can be achieved with less effort
in simpler theories. There are also other editions of f(R) which have elements of both
the metric and the Palatini versions.
2.5.1 Field equations of the metric f(R) in Jordan frame
























√−gf ′(R)gµνδRµν , (2.6)
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where
W σ = gµνδΓσµν − gµσδΓνµν. (2.8)





√−gf ′(R)∂σW σ, (2.9)












√−gf ′(R)]W σ. (2.10)
The first integration in (2.10) can be set to zero if we assume that the fields vanish at
infinity. ∫
d4x
√−gf ′(R)gµνδRµν = −
∫
d4x∂σ[
√−gf ′(R)]W σ. (2.11)








[∂µδgαν + ∂νδgµα − ∂αδgµν)], (2.13)
by invoking the fact that we derive these equations in the context of a local inertial
frame. Therefore






















W σ = ∂σ(gµνδg
µν)− ∂µ(gµνδgσν). (2.19)
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√−gf ′(R)]δgσν . (2.21)






















= ∇µ∇νf ′(R)− gµνf ′(R). (2.23)




f(R)gµν − (∇µ∇ν − gµν)f ′(R) = Tµν . (2.24)
An interesting feature of f(R) manifests itself through the trace equation of (2.24)
3f ′(R) + f ′(R)R− 2f(R) = κT , (2.25)
where T = Tµνg
µν . The trace equation (2.25) exhibits a differential relation between R
and T unlike (GR). In (GR), the relation between R and T was R = −T is an algebraic
relation permitting a number of solutions less than that of the previous one related to
the metric f(R) gravity.
2.6 Conformal Transformations
Conformal transformations arise when we deal with Extended Theories of Gravity (ETG)
as well as GR. The purpose is to perform a conformal rescaling of the spacetime metric
gµν → g̃µν . In the Jordan frame the energy momentum tensor is covariantly conserved
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and test particle follow geodesics. In the Einstein frame this is not necessarily the case
since the energy momentum tensor is not always covariantly conserved. The photon
world lines are geodesics in the Jordan frame as well as in the Einstein frame, but
the case of massive particles is different: their Jordan frame geodesics are no longer
transformed into Einstein frame geodesics, and vice-versa.
If (M, gµν) is a spacetime, the point–dependent rescaling of the metric tensor
gµν → g̃µν = Ω2gµν , (2.26)
where Ω = Ω(x) is a non vanishing, regular function, is called a Weyl or conformal
transformation. It affects the lengths of time [space]-like intervals and the norm of time
[space]-like vectors, but it leaves the light cones unchanged [92]. In the previous section
we demonstrated how varying an action like (2.2) with respect to the metric gµν yields
the generalized field equations (2.24) in Jordan frame. In this section, we use a conformal
transformation [93–96] to derive the f(R) action in Einstein frame. From now on, we
use the tilde (∼) to refer to the quantities in the Einstein’s frame.
The relation between the Ricci scalar (R) and the transformed (R̃) and ( ˜gµν) in the two
frames is given by
R = Ω2g̃µνRµν , (2.27)
while
R̃ = g̃µνR̃µν . (2.28)
The ultimate relation between the Ricci scalar (R) in the two frames is,
R = Ω2(R̃+ 6̃ω − 6g̃µν∂µω∂νω) , (2.29)
where
ω ≡ ln Ω , ∂µω ≡
∂ω
∂x̃µ
, ̃ω ≡ 1√−g̃ ∂µ(
√
−g̃ g̃µν∂νω) . (2.30)
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d4xLM (Ω−2 g̃µν ,ΨM ) .
(2.35)
Taking Ω as
Ω2 = F. (2.36)
The conformal transformation then gives
gµν = F g̃µν . (2.37)











We introduce a new scalar field (φ) [75]
κφ ≡
√











√−g̃ ̃ω vanishes on account of Gauss’s theorem. Then the action in















d4xLM (F−1(φ)g̃µν ,ΨM ) . (2.41)
Indeed, the action in the Einstein frame (2.41) is equivalent to the action in the Jordan
frame (2.2).
2.6.1 Field Equations of Metric f(R) in the Einstein Frame




g̃µν∂µφ∂νφ− V (φ), (2.42)
with the energy-momentum tensor T̃
(φ)
µν :
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To derive the generalized field equations in the Einstein frame, one takes the variation














= 0 , (2.44)
If we define
̃φ ≡ 1√−g̃ ∂µ(
√
−g̃ g̃µν∂νφ) , (2.45)






The energy-momentum tensor of matter in Einstein frame takes the form:










In the case of a perfect fluid, the energy-momentum tensor (T̃µ
(m)
ν ) is represented by
T̃µ(m)ν = diag(−ρ̃m, P̃m, P̃m, P̃m) = diag(−ρm/F 2, Pm/F 2, Pm/F 2, Pm/F 2) , (2.48)
where ρm is the mass-energy density and Pm is the hydrostatic pressure of the fluid.






























A coupling parameter Q between the matter and the field can be introduced as in [75]










−g̃ κQT̃ , (2.53)
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where T̃ = g̃µν T̃
µν(m) = −ρm + 3Pm. Substituting (2.53) into (2.46), we obtain the field
equation in the Einstein frame:
̃φ− V,φ + κQT̃ = 0 . (2.54)
2.7 The cosmology of metric f(R) gravity
In this section we discuss the implications of adding non-linear terms to the Ricci scalar
in the (E-H) action on the cosmological evolution of the theory. We demonstrate the
effective equation of state for metric f(R) in two different parametrizations, although
we stress that the observable quantity is the total equation of state, not the effective
one. Actually, the parametrization of effective equation of state depends on the way we
cast the generalized field equations (2.24). In the first method we have a non-minimal
coupling between the matter field and the geometry through the term 1/f ′(R). The
generalized field equations take the form
















gµν + (∇µ∇ν − gµν)f ′(R)]. (2.56)
The field equations can be manipulated to get rid of the non-minimal coupling. By this
manipulation, we have a minimal coupling between the matter and the geometry. The










gµν + (∇µ∇ν − gµν)f ′(R) + (1− f ′(R))Gµν . (2.58)
In our study we adopt a flat Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric to
describe a universe filled with a perfect fluid. The field equations of metric f(R) gravity
then take the form
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• Raychaudhuri equation:
2Ḣ + 3H2 = − 1
f ′
[P (m) +
f − f ′R
2
+ 2Hf ′′Ṙ
+ f ′′′Ṙ2 + f ′′R̈]; (2.59)





Rf ′ − f
2
− 3Hf ′′Ṙ]; (2.60)
• Trace equation:
3R̈f ′′ = ρ− 3P + f ′R− 2f − 9Hf ′′Ṙ− 3f ′′′Ṙ2, (2.61)
• Energy Conservation equation : The energy conservation equation for a stan-
dard matter takes the form
ρ̇ = −3H(1 + ω)ρ , (2.62)
If we combine both the Raychaudhuri equation (5.17) and the Friedmann equation (5.18),
we obtain the usual definition of the Ricci scalar in flat (FLRW)
• Ricci scalar equation:
R = 6(Ḣ + 2H2). (2.63)
Cosmic speed-up can be achieved if we guarantee that the right hand side of the accel-






(ρtot + 3Ptot). (2.64)
Now we introduce the first parametrization of the effective equation of state in which we












[2HṘf ′′ + R̈f ′′ + Ṙ2f ′′′ +
1
2
(f −Rf ′)], (2.66)
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and finally the effective (curvature) EOS becomes
wcurv = −1 +
R̈f ′′ + Ṙ(Ṙf ′′′ −Hf ′′)
1
2(f −Rf ′)− 3HṘf ′′
. (2.67)
Regarding the second parametrization of the effective equation of state in which we start















= f̈ ′ + 2Hḟ ′ +
f(R)−Rf ′(R)
2
+ (H2 − R
3






2.8 The viability of metric f(R) gravity
2.8.1 Correct cosmological dynamics
Part of the success of the ΛCDM model with an inflationary epoch at the early time
is due to expecting the logical successive cosmological epochs over which the universe
has evolved. So, according to the ΛCDM model, the universe begins with an intensive
accelerated expansion epoch (inflation) followed by a radiation epoch, and then by a
matter dominated epoch in which large scale structure (LSS) can grow, followed by
the present accelerated expansion era. The transition between these epochs must be
smooth. We think that any viable f(R) theory of gravity should identify the same
expansion history in the same order.
2.8.2 Ricci Stability in metric f(R)
The f(R) model given by f(R) = R− µ4R suffers from Dolgov-Kawasaki instability [98],
sometimes referred to Dolgov-Kawasaki by Ricci instability or matter instability. This
instability has proven to be sufficient to rule out any model having it. In order to
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generalize this study to arbitrary f(R) theories, we follow [99]. The deviations from
(GR) can be written as
f(R) = R+ εφ(R), (2.71)















For a small region of spacetime in the weak field regime and expand locally the metric
and Ricci scalar by
gµν = ηµν + hµν R = −κT +R1, (2.73)
where ηµν is the Minkoswki metric and hµν and R1 are perturbations. Equation (2.73)



















−→∇ and ∇2 are the gradient and Laplacian in Euclidean three-dimensional space,
respectively, and overdot denotes differentiation with respect to time. The coefficient
of R1 in the fifth term on the left hand side of (2.74) yields the effective mass squared
m2 = 12εφ′′ . The scalar degree of freedom is stable if φ
′′ = f ′′ > 0 and unstable if this
effective mass is negative; i.e., if φ′′ = f ′′ < 0. This stability analysis may be physically






(f ′)2 > 0, then gravity becomes stronger as R increases. Conversely, if
dGeff
dR < 0 then Geff does not increase as the curvature increases and there is a stability
[100].
2.8.3 Weak-field Limit in metric f(R) gravity
The idea is to compute the the parametrized post-Newtonian (PPN) parameter γ =
−Ψ(r)
Φ(r) through the PNN expansion of the line element
ds2 = −[1 + 2Ψ(r)−H20r2]dt2
+ [1 + 2Φ(r) +H20r
2]dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2), (2.75)
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in Schwarzschild coordinates, where | Ψ(r) |, | Φ(r) | 1 , H0r  1, and R(r) = R0+R1.
We make the following assumptions:
• Assumption 1: f(R) is analytical at R0
• Assumption 2: mr  1, where m is the effective mass of the scalar degree of
freedom. In other words, Ricci curvature must have a range longer than the size
of the solar system [90].
• Assumption 3: The pressure P ' 0 for the energy-momentum of local star-like
objects.
The trace of the corresponding energy-momentum tensor reduces to T ' −ρ. The trace
equation (2.25) reduces to




































This is a big violation of the Cassini limit | γ − 1 |< 2.3× 10−5 [101].
2.8.4 The Cauchy Problem
A viable physical theory must have a predictive power and hence, a well-posed initial
value problem is necessary. The Cauchy problem in the context of f(R) gravity was
studied in [64, 102]. The initial value problem for metric f(R) gravity is well-posed in
”vacuum” and with matter.
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2.9 Concluding Remarks
This chapter consisted of an introduction to the Extended Theories of Gravity (ETG)
and a more specific subclass; that is, metric f(R) gravity. We included the early motiva-
tions for modifying Einstein’s theory of gravity. Although we confined our attention to
metric f(R) gravity theory, we introduced a version of the theory in the Einstein’s frame
using a defined conformal transformation. We then introduced the cosmology from the
perspective of metric f(R) gravity theory. In a brief sections, We spotted some light on




In this chapter we study some aspects of dynamical systems theory. Most of the tools
which are discussed here will be used in chapter 5. Applying the dynamical systems ap-
proach to study modified theories of gravity has proven to be fruitful [103–105]. Among
the various merits of the dynamical systems approach is that finding the analytical solu-
tions for the modified cosmological field equations at the equilibrium points is possible.
In this thesis, we focus on studying the autonomous systems of the differential equa-
tions. We define autonomous systems as the systems in which the time variable does
not explicitly appear in the differential equation(s) describing the system.
3.1 Dynamical Systems
Before we started let us briefly explain what is meant by dynamical systems: Dynamical
systems can be anything ranging from something as simple as a single pendulum to
something as complex as the human brain and the entire universe itself. A mathematical
dynamical system has two parts
• a state vector
• a function
The state vector describes the state of some real or hypothetical system, while function
(i.e. a rule) tells us, given the current state, what the state of the system will be in
the next instant of time. There are two main types of dynamical systems; the first one
45
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is the continuous dynamical systems whose evolution is defined by ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) and the other is called time-discrete dynamical systems which are
defined by a map or difference equations. In this thesis the systems under investigation
are called autonomous systems which fall under the category of continuous dynamical
systems. The standard form of a dynamical system is usually expressed as [106],
ẋ = f(x), (3.1)
where x ∈ X i.e. x is an element in state space X ⊂ Rn, and f : X → X. The function
f : Rn → Rn is a vector field on Rn such that
f(x) = (f1(x), ..., fn(x)), (3.2)
and x = (x1, x2, ..., xn). These ODEs define the vector fields of the system. At any
point x ∈ X and any particular time t, f(x) defines a vector field in Rn. As far as this
thesis is concerned, the systems under investigation are finite dimensional and continuous
autonomous systems.
Definition 3.1 (Critical point). The autonomous equations ẋ = f(x) is said to have a
critical point or fixed point at x = x0 if and only if f(x0) = 0.
The stability/instability of a fixed point may be categorised as following: A critical point
(x, y) = (x0, y0) is stable (also called Lyapunov stable) if all solutions x(t) starting near
it stay close to it, and attracting fixed point if it is stable and the solutions approach the
critical point for all nearby initial conditions. If the point is unstable then solutions will
escape away from it. The stability/instability of the fixed points may also be revealed
by means of linearisation.
3.2 Linear Theory of Stability
Let x∗ be a fixed point, and let η(t) = x(t)− x∗ be a small perturbation away from x∗.




(x− x∗) = ẋ, (3.3)
since x∗ is constant. Thus η̇ = ẋ = f(x) = f(x∗ + η). Now using Taylor’s expansion
gives
f(x∗ + η) = f(x∗) + ηf ′(x∗) +O(η2), (3.4)
where O(η2) denotes quadratically small terms in η. Since f(x∗) = 0, as x∗ is a fixed
point.
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η̇ = ηf ′(x∗) +O(η2). (3.5)
Now if f ′(x∗) 6= 0, the O(η2) terms are negligible and we may write the approximation
η̇ = ηf ′(x∗). (3.6)
This a linear equation in η , and is called the linearisation about x∗ [5]. In this set-up,
the critical point x∗ can be deduced as
• stable if f ′(x∗) < 0,
• unstable if f ′(x∗) > 0,
• if f ′(x∗) = 0, the O(η2) are not negligible and a non-linear analysis is needed to
determine stability.
In the above we treated a 1D system. For higher dimensional systems, eigenvalues of
the Jacobi matrix of the system evaluated at critical points reveal information regarding
critical points stabilities. Given a dynamical system ẋ = f(x, t) with a fixed point at
x = x0, the system is linearised about its critical point by




where the matrix M is called Jacobi matrix.
For example, a simple 2D autonomous system, may be given by
ẋ = f(x, y),
ẏ = g(x, y).
(3.8)
where f and g are functions of x and y, with critical point at (x = x0,y = y0). The







We refer to the eigenvalues of M with λ1 and λ2. The eigenvalues of this matrix lin-
earised about the critical point in question reveal the stability/instability of that point
provided that the point is hyperbolic.
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Definition 3.2. Let x = x0 be a fixed point (critical point) of the system ẋ = f(x),
x ∈ Rn. Then x0 is said to be hyperbolic if none of the eigenvalues Df(x0) have zero
real part, and non-hyperbolic otherwise [106].
Linear stability theory valid as long as the point is hyperbolic, otherwise the linear sta-
bility fails and therefore alternative techniques such as finding Lyapunov’s functions or
applying centre manifold theory are required.
Assuming a general 2D system with two eigenvalues λ1 and λ2, the possibilities regard-
ing the stability of the critical point with respect to the trace τ = λ1 + λ2 and the
determinant ∆ = λ1 × λ2 of the matrix M are as follows:
Figure 3.1: A depiction to the classifications and the stability of the hyperbolic fixed
points [5].







τ2 − 4∆), ∆ = λ1 × λ2, τ = λ1 + λ2. (3.9)
If ∆ < 0, the eigenvalues are real and have opposite signs; hence the fixed point is a
saddle point.
If ∆ > 0, the eigenvalues are either real with the same sign nodes, or complex conjugate
(spirals and centres). Nodes satisfy τ2 − 4∆ > 0 and spirals satisfy τ2 − 4∆ < 0. The
parabola τ2 − 4∆ = 0 is the border line between nodes and spirals; star nodes and
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degenerate nodes live on this parabola.
The stability of the nodes and spirals is determined by τ . When τ < 0, both eigenvalues
have negative real parts, and hence the fixed point is stable. Unstable nodes and spirals
have τ > 0. Neutrally stable centres live on the borderline τ = 0, where the eigenvalues
are purely imaginary. If ∆ = 0, at least one of the eigenvalues is zero. Then the origin
is an isolated fixed point. In case of M = 0, there is either a whole line of fixed points
or a plane of fixed points.
3.3 Lyapunov’s Function
Lyapunov’s functions, named after the Russian mathematician Aleksandr Mikhailovich
Lyapunov, allow us to establish the stability or instability of the system. The advantage
of this method is that we do not need to know the actual solution X(t). In addition,
this method allows to study the stability of equilibrium points of non-rough systems, for
example, in the case when the equilibrium point is a center. Traditionally, Lyapunov’s
functions have played a key role in control theory, but there has also been some work in
which it has been applied in cosmological contexts [107–109].
Definition 3.3 (Lyapunov’s function). Consider a system x = f(x) with a fixed point
at x∗. Suppose that we can find a Lyapunov function, i.e. a continuously differentiable,
real-valued function V(x) with the following properties:
1. V (x) > 0 for all x 6= x∗ , and V (x∗) = 0 . (We say that V is positive definite.)
2. v̇ < 0 for all x 6= x∗ . (All trajectories flow ”downhill” toward x∗.)
Unfortunately, there is no systematic way to construct Lyapunov functions. Conjecture
is usually required, although sometimes one can work backwards. Thus, if we could not
construct a Lyapunov function for a critical point, that does not necessarily imply that
such point is unstable.
Theorem 3.4 (lyapunov stability). let x∗ be a critical point of the system x = f(x),
where f : U → Rn and U ⊂ Rn is a domain that contains x∗. If V is a Lyapunov
function, then
1. If V̇ = ∂V∂x is negative semi-definite, then x = x
∗ is a stable fixed point,
2. If V̇ = ∂V∂x is negative definite, then x = x
∗ is a asymptotically stable fixed point.
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Furthermore, if ‖ x ‖→ ∞ and V (x) → ∞ ∀x, then x0 is said to be globally stable or
globally asymptotically stable, respectively. The intuition is that all trajectories move
monotonically down the graph of V(x) toward x0 Fig [3.2]. The solutions can not get
stuck anywhere else because if they did, V would stop changing, but by assumption,
v̇ < 0 everywhere except at x0.
Figure 3.2: the trajectories moving toward the fixed point which is the same as origin
point [6].
3.3.1 An example of proving the stability of a critical point by finding
a corresponding Lyapunov’s function





= x− y. (3.10)
The system is a linear homogeneous with constant coefficients. We take as a Lyapunov
function the quadratic form
V (x, y) = ax2 + by2, (3.11)
where the coefficients a and b are to be determined.
Obviously, the function V (x, y) is positive everywhere except at the origin, where it is















x2 − xy + y2). (3.12)
The expression in the brackets can be converted to a square of the difference if the fol-






or 8a = b. (3.13)
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− y)2 < 0. (3.14)
Thus, for the given system, there is a Lyapunov function, and its derivative is negative
everywhere except at the origin. Hence, the zero solution of the system is asymptotically
stable (stable node).
3.4 Centre manifold theory
Centre manifold theory and normal forms are considered as the most applicable methods
in the local theory of dynamical systems. Specifically, Centre Manifold Theory allows us
to simplify the dynamical systems by reducing their dimensionality. It is also important
in the study of bifurcations. Another technique that can also be applied to simplify the
dynamical systems is the method of normal forms which eliminates the non-linearity of
the system. The eigenspace with corresponding eigenvalues that have zero real parts
reveals little information about the system. As a result, where there is a zero eigenvalue
resulting from the Jacobi matrix, the corresponding critical point is non-hyperbolic and
the structural stability is no longer guaranteed. Thus, it is necessary to investigate fur-
ther by, for example, applying the centre manifold theory.
In most of our discussion on Centre Manifold Theory, we follow [106].
Let a dynamical system be represented by the vector fields as followings:
ẋ = Ax+ f(x, y),
ẏ = By + g(x, y), (x, y) ∈ Rc × Rs,
(3.15)
where
f(0, 0) = 0, Df(0, 0) = 0,
g(0, 0) = 0, Dg(0, 0) = 0,
(3.16)
are Cr functions.
In the system (3.15), A is a c × c matrix possessing eigenvalues with zero real parts,
while B is an s × s matrix whose eigenvalues have negative real parts. The aim is to
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compute the centre manifold of these vector fields so as to investigate the dynamics of
the system.
Definition 3.5 (Centre Manifold). An invariant manifold will be called a centre mani-
fold for (3.15) if it can be locally represented as
Wc = {(x, y) ∈ Rc × Rs | y = h(x), | x |< δ, h(0) = 0, Dh(0) = 0}, (3.17)
for δ sufficiently small. The conditions h(0) = 0 and Dh(0) = 0 from the definition
imply that Wc(0) is tangent to the eigenspace Ec at the critical point (x, y) = (0, 0).
In applying the centre manifold theory, three main theorems [106], each for existence,
stability and approximation, have been assumed without proof.
Theorem 3.6 (Existence). There exist a Cr centre manifold for [106]. Its dynamics
restricted to the centre manifold is given by
u̇ = Au+ f(u, h(u)), u ∈ Rc (3.18)
for u sufficiently small.
Theorem 3.7 (Stability). Suppose the zero solution of (3.18) is stable (asymptotically
stable) (unstable); then the zero solution of (3.18) is also stable (asymptotically stable)
(unstable). Furthermore, if (x(t), y(t)) is also a solution of (3.18) with (x(0), y(0)),
there exists a solution u(t) of (3.18) such that
x(t) = u(t) +O(e−γt), (3.19)
y(t) = h(u(t)) +O(e−γt), (3.20)
as t→∞, where γ > 0 is a constant and for sufficiently small (x(0), y(0)).
In order to proceed to compute the centre manifold and before stating or considering
the third theorem, an equation that h(x) must satisfy, in order that its graph to be a
centre manifold for (3.15), needs to be derived. Its explicit derivation is as following.
First, by the chain rule, differentiating y = h(x) gives
ẏ = Dh(x)ẋ, (3.21)
and is satisfied by any (ẋ, ẏ) coordinates of any point on Wc(0) since (x, y) coordinates
of any point on it must have satisfied y = h(x). Furthermore, Wc(0) obeys the dynamics
generated by the system (3.15).
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Substituting
ẋ = Ax+ f(x, h(x)),
ẏ = By + g(x, h(x)),
(3.22)
into (3.21) gives
Dh(x)[Ax+ f(x, h(x))] = Bh(x) + g(x, h(x)), (3.23)
this is to be re-arranged in a quasilinear partial differential equation N given by
N ≡ Dh(x)[Ax+ f(x, h(x))]−Bh(x) + g(x, h(x)) = 0, (3.24)
and must be satisfied by h(x) so as to ensure its graph to be an invariant manifold.
Finally the following third and last theorem is assumed in computing the approximate
solution of (3.24).
Theorem 3.8 (Approximation). Let φ : Rc → Rs be a C1 mapping with φ(0) = Dφ(0) =
0 such that N (φ(x)) = O(| x |q) as x→ 0 for some q > 1.
Then
| h(x)− φ(x) |= O(| x |q) as x→ 0 (3.25)
The advantage of this theorem is that one can compute the centre manifold which would
return the same degree of accuracy as solving (3.24) but without the need to face the
difficulties associated with doing it. The proofs of these theorems can be found in Carr
[110].
3.4.1 An example of application of centre manifold theory: a simple
two-dimensional case
The following example can be found in [106]. Let’s consider a vector field given by the
system,
ẋ = x2y − x5,
ẏ = −y + x2, (x, y) ∈ R2. (3.26)
The system has a fixed point at the origin. Now we investigate how the centre manifold
theory will help in determining the stability of that fixed point. The linearisation tech-
nique fails because the eigenvalues of (3.26) linearised about (x, y) = (0, 0) are 0 and
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−1, in other words the fixed point is not hyperbolic. From Theorem(3.18), there exists
a centre manifold for (3.26) which can locally be represented as follows
Wc = {(x, y) ∈ Rc × Rs | y = h(x), | x |< δ, h(0) = 0, Dh(0) = 0}, (3.27)
for δ sufficiently small. We now want to compute Wc(0). We assume that h(x) to be of
the form
h(x) = ax2 + bx3 +O(x4), (3.28)
substitute (3.28) into (3.24), which h(x) must satisfy to be a centre manifold. We then
equate equal powers of x, and in that way we can compute h(x) to any desire order of
accuracy.
From (3.24) the equation for the centre manifold is given by




f(x, y) = x2y − x5,
g(x, y) = x2. (3.30)
Substituting (3.28) into (3.29) and using (3.30) gives
N (h(x)) = (2ax+ 3bx2 + ...)(ax4 + bx5 − x5 + ...)
+ ax2 + bx3 − x2 + ... = 0. (3.31)
The coefficients of each power of x must be zero so that (3.31) holds. Then coefficients
of each power of x are equated to zero, so that for x2 and x3,
a = 1,
b = 0, (3.32)
respectively and the higher powers are ignored. Therefore,
h(x) = x2 +O(x4). (3.33)
Finally, as per theorem (3.18), the dynamics of the system restricted to the centre man-
ifold is obtained to be
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ẋ = x4 +O(x5). (3.34)
By studying (3.34), it can be concluded that for x sufficiently small, x = 0 is unstable.
Therefore, the critical point (0, 0) is unstable.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter is dedicated to the basics of linear dynamical systems theory, and to in-
troduce techniques which can be used to study the local qualitative behaviour of non
linear systems. The linearisation technique can be used to study the local features of
hyperbolic equilibrium points of non-linear systems, and the Center Manifold Theorem
states that the behaviour near a non hyperbolic fixed point is completely described by
the flow on the center manifold at that point. The research presented in Chapter 5 uses
the theory outlined in this chapter to study the cosmological dynamics of a fourth order
gravity model .i.e, R lnR and to obtain a qualitative appreciation of the properties of
its phase space. In particular, we make use of the Center Manifold Theorem to analyse
the local behaviour of the stationary points of the non-linear system which represents
the modified cosmological field equations of the model R lnR.
Chapter 4
Dynamical Systems Approach to
Cosmology
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we discussed the theory of dynamical systems and some of its
powerful tools. The main purpose of the dynamical systems theory is to model any phys-
ical problem in terms of a system of differential equations. Dynamical systems theory is
of great importance to cosmology as it helps construct a lucid qualitative understanding
to the dynamics of the universe as a whole. Furthermore, analysing the fixed points
according to the dynamical systems theory provides us with a better insight to both the
history and the present of the universe, as well as to anticipate its fate. The motivation
is to rewrite Einstein’s field equations for cosmological models in terms of a system of
autonomous first-order ODEs, thereby modelling them as a dynamical system in Rn
[111]. Up to now, there has been much progress made in the application of dynamical
systems to cosmology, see for example [103–105, 112]. From a dynamical systems per-
spective, a successful cosmological model should meet the following requirements:
1. There has to be an early time expansion (inflation), an unstable state, thereby it
enables the universe to evolve away from that point.
2. An epoch of matter domination is necessary otherwise the universe would not
witness any large scale structure formation.
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3. A global attractor is needed to resemble the current state of the universe which,
according to observational data, is undergoing accelerated expansion and asymp-
totically approaching de Sitter space.
4.2 Constructing Dynamical Systems approach for Friedmann-
Lemâıtre models
In the following discussion, we closely follow [7]. We adopt a FLRW metric to describe
the geometry of the universe, and we assume that the universe is filled with a perfect
fluid, with an equation of state P = wρ, where w is the equation of state which admits




















The energy conservation equation:
ρ̇ = −3H(1 + w)ρ. (4.3)











The density parameter Ω is related to Ωk and ΩΛ by
Ω = 1 + Ωk − ΩΛ, (4.5)












The weak energy condition together with Λ ≥ 0 immediately give:
0 ≤ Ω, −1 ≤ Ωk, 0 ≤ ΩΛ. (4.7)
1In [112], the curvature variable Ωk was defined with opposite sign.
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In addition, for models with non-positive spatial curvature k, these quantities are com-
pact .i.e, the range is contained in a compact interval:
0 ≤ Ω ≤ 1, −1 ≤ Ωk ≤ 0, 0 ≤ ΩΛ ≤ 1. (4.8)
Defining a new normalized time variable (′ = 1H
d
dt), we obtain
Ω′ = [2q − (3w + 1)] Ω,
Ωk
′ = 2Ωkq,
Ω′Λ = 2(1 + q)ΩΛ. (4.9)
along with a decoupled differential equation for the Hubble expansion rate:
H ′ = −(1 + q))H, (4.10)
The H ′ equation (4.10) can be employed to reduce the dimensionality of the autonomous
system, thereby the system becomes two-dimensional instead of three. The new system















The system (4.11) admits a number of invariant submanifolds such as Ω = 0, ΩΛ = 0
and Ωk = 0. The finite analysis shows that the fixed points lie at the intersection of
these invariant submanifolds. The fixed points alongside their classification and stability
are presented below in table [4.1]
Point Coordinates (Ωk,ΩΛ,Ω, q)
Stability
−1 < w < −1/3 −1/3 < w < 1 Solution
F (0,0,1,3w+12 ) saddle source flat Friedmann solution
M (-1,0,0,0) source saddle Milne solution
ds (0,1,0,-1) attractor attractor de Sitter solution
Table 4.1: Summary of the fixed points and their stability, with the type of solution
at each fixed point.
The fixed points in Table [4.1] are produced from a compacatified space with (Ωk ≤ 0).
The primary advantage of a dynamical system with compact space is analysing the
stability and the behaviour of fixed points at infinity. In order to benefit from compact-
ification for the sector Ωk > 0, we rewrite the Friedmann’s equation (4.1) as follows:
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dominant quantity. Thus D can be used to compactify the space instead of using H.








Analogous to the case (Ωk ≤ 0), we introduce a new time variable defined by (′ = D−1 ddt),








Ω̃′Λ = 3w(1− Ω̃Λ)QΩ̃Λ. (4.14)
We apply the usual procedure to extract the fixed points and determine their stability.
A full set of fixed points and their types is demonstrated in Table [4.2]. The complete
Point Coordinates (Q,Ω̃Λ) Stability Solution
+F (1,0) source Flat Friedmann solution
−F (-1,0) sink Flat Friedmann solution
+ds (1,1) sink de Sitter solution
−ds (-1,1) source de Sitter solution
E (0, 3w+13(w+1)) saddle Einstein static solution
Table 4.2: Summary for the fixed points identified, along with their corresponding
exact solution, and their local stability classification for the compact dynamical systems
analysis of FL cosmologies with a cosmological constant. The sign associated with the
F and dS points indicate whether it lies within the expanding or contracting sector of
the phase space corresponding to positive or negative Q, respectively [7].
image of the dynamical systems of Friedmann models, can be constructed by matching
the expanding state space (Ωk > 0) and the contracting part (Ωk < 0). The analysis of
the state dynamics depends on the value of w. For w > −1/3 Fig [4.1], the solutions
trajectories have the following behaviour
• Spacetimes with Ωk < 0, H > 0, Ω > 0 and Λ > 0 evolve from initial big bang
singularity (+F ) toward de Sitter point (+ds).
• Spacetimes with Ωk > 0 and H > 0 are more complicated and depend on the
amount of Λ. Spacetimes start out with sufficiently small Λ value are classified
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closed Friedmann-Lemâıtre spacetimes. The solution trajectories enter the con-




then trajectories evolve towards the Einstein static universe, E.
• The last class of spacetimes is that starting out with large enough Λ. Trajectories
of this class evolve towards a de Sitter model and is known as Lemâıtre models.
Figure 4.1: State space for Friedmann-Lemâıtre models with −1/3 < w < −1. In
the Ωk < 0 regions (triangular), the vertical axis corresponds to ΩΛ, and the horizontal
axis to Ωk. In the Ωk > 0 region (rectangular), the vertical axis corresponds to Ω̃Λ,
and the horizontal axis to Q. Subscripts on the equilibrium points refer to the sign of
H there [7].
In the case of w < −1/3 the fixed point E no longer exists. For Ωk < 0, all the
trajectories are asymptotic to the Milne universe in their past and evolve towards the
de Sitter model in their future. For Ωk > 0, there are only singularity-free contracting
and re-expanding models.
Figure 4.2: State space for Friedmann-Lemâıtre models with −1 < w < −1/3. In the
Ωk < 0 regions (triangular), the vertical axis corresponds to ΩΛ and the horizontal axis
to Ωk. In the Ωk > 0 region (rectangular), the vertical axis corresponds to Ω̃Λ and the
horizontal axis to Q. Subscripts on equilibrium points refer to the sign of H there. [7].
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4.3 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have reviewed the results of applying dynamical systems approach
to the Friedmann-Lemâıtre models. This study is considered as a corner stone in phase
space compactification techniques. Following the same procedures stated in this study,
we will establish a parallel study for metric f(R) gravity through studying the phase
space dynamics of the logarithmic model R lnR.
Chapter 5
Dynamical Systems Approach to
metric f (R) gravity
5.1 Introduction
The first extensive analysis of cosmological models based on f(R) theories of gravity
using a dynamical systems approach as proposed in [112] was given in [113]. Several
authors have applied a similar approach to other types of Lagrangian [114]. It has also
proven to be powerful in theories with non-linear equation of state [115, 116] and brane
world models [117–120]. Generally, the modified theories of gravity have complicated
effective field equations which makes finding an exact analytical solution very difficult.
The dynamical systems approach can therefore be useful in gaining a good idea about
the global dynamics of the phase space. In the following sections, we benefit from this
approach in depicting the phase space of the R lnR model, and finding the fixed points
which the model autonomous system admits. We, then, proceed by classifying these
fixed points and finding the exact solution at each fixed point.
5.2 Introduction to the R lnR model
Although a presence of a tiny, but non vanishing, cosmological constant supports the
possibility of a late time accelerated expansion, it causes a hierarchy problem between
Infrared cosmological acceleration scale and ultraviolet Planck scale. In order to give
a dynamical origin to the cosmic acceleration, one would need a modified gravity, with
new (IR) degrees of freedom, providing that these degrees of freedom are active on
cosmological scales, and become suppressed on solar system scales. One such method
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to accomplish this type of modified gravity is by applying the idea of re-normalization
group [121] from the field of high energy physics. We explain how to do that assuming
a classical gravitational coupling which varies with curvature scalar (R) leading to f(R)
gravity. In the following discussion, we closely follow [122]. Let us assume that the






where m2Pl is the Planck mass. Provided there is an autonomous flow of the re-






where µ ≡ RR0 , and R0 is strictly a positive constant parameter. We can integrate the








If we use (5.1), we can rewrite the Lagrangian density of general relativity LGR = R16πG







The power-law corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action which takes the form




can be generated by an autonomous flow,



















For high-curvature scales, where µ 1, the beta function becomes
β ≈ − n
λµn
. (5.9)
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Hence, a large gap in the beta function corresponds to a large gap in curvature between
the Planck scale and the local environment of the Earth [123]. In order to have a big
hierarchy curvature we might ignore the linear term in the beta function. Consider a
quadratic beta function,
β = −α2. (5.10)









where α0 is the coupling measured at curvature scale R0









The constant α0 can be absorbed in the denominator of (5.11) into the definition of the
Planck mass mPl and hence can be rewritten as




The value of α0 should be chosen carefully,( meaning that α0  1), in order to reduce
the f(R) into General Relativity at the high curvature scale. In fact, A tiny α0 gener-
ates a heavy mass for the scalar field φ 2, causing the potential to evolve very slowly.
Conversely, assigning a large value for α0 yields a small field mass and the fast evolution
of φ. Consider the first and second derivative of f(R)








f ′ has to be positive to avoid Ghosts; this condition can be satisfied as long as the
Ricci scalar is not too much smaller than the de Sitter curvature3. Ghosts are fields
whose kinetic term has the wrong sign. Such a field, instead of slowing down when it
climbs up a potential, is speeding up. Hence the theory will face a serious problem if
we seek introducing a quantized version of it. Moreover, f ′′ has to be positive to avoid
1It is better if we think of R0 as the scale at which the effective action is evaluated.
2There is a converse proportionality between α0 value and the mass of the field; we do not include
the governing equations of the scalar field approach since we adopt a different approach. For reviewing
these equations one can find them in [122].
3de Sitter curvature is given by: Λ = R0e
−1
α0+1 .
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the Dolgov-Kawasaki instability. This can be met easily if we consider the positive Ricci
scalar. One has to keep in mind that α0 is always a positive parameter.
5.3 Constructing a compact phase space
The underlying concept of compact phase space is to define a strictly positive normal-
ization so as to pull the solutions at infinity into a finite volume, which may then be








Recall that in, section 2.7, the modified cosmological equations are given by:
• Raychaudhuri equation:
2Ḣ + 3H2 = − 1
f ′
[P (m) +
f − f ′R
2
+ 2Hf ′′Ṙ
+ f ′′′Ṙ2 + f ′′R̈]; (5.17)





Rf ′ − f
2
− 3Hf ′′Ṙ]; (5.18)
• Trace equation:
3R̈f ′′ = ρ− 3P + f ′R− 2f − 9Hf ′′Ṙ− 3f ′′′Ṙ2, (5.19)
• Energy Conservation equation : The energy conservation equation for a stan-
dard matter takes the form
ρ̇ = −3H(1 + w)ρ , (5.20)
If we combine both the Raychaudhuri equation (5.17) and the Friedmann equation (5.18),
we obtain the usual definition of the Ricci scalar in flat (FLRW)
• Ricci scalar equation:
R = 6(Ḣ + 2H2). (5.21)
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The sector R < 0 is not of much physical interest therefore we only study the dynamics
of the sector R ≥ 0. We assert the importance of satisfying the no-ghost condition
(f ′ > 0) and (f ′′ > 0) to avoid the Dolgov-Kawasaki instability. In order to establish





















































In order to guarantee that the propagation equations for these compact variables will
result in a compact dimensionless dynamical system. From Friedmann’s equation we
obtain the following constraint
Ωm + z + x
2 = 1 ,
another constraint can be deduced from (5.22)
(Q+ x)2 + y = 1. (5.25)
The boundaries of this phase space are defined by the above two constraints as follows:
0 ≤ Ωm ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 , −1 ≤ x ≤ 1
−2 ≤ Q ≤ 2, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 . (5.26)
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5.4 The General Propagation Equations
Differentiating the compact cosmological parameters with respect to τ leads to an au-






(2Q3x+ 4x4 +Q2(2 + 4x2)− 2y − (1 + 3w)Ωm






(2Q3y + 4Q2xy +Qy(6x2 + 2y − 2z + (1 + 3w)Ωm))






z(2Q3 + 4Q2x+Q(6x2 + 2y − 2z + (1 + 3w)Ωm)






(2Q4 + 4Q3x+ 2z +Q2(−4 + 6x2 + 2y − 2z + (1 + 3w)Ωm)







3 + 4Q2x+Q(−3− 3w + 6x2 + 2y − 2z + (1 + 3w)Ωm)
+ x(−2 + 4x2 + 4y − 2z(1 + Γ) + (1 + 3w)Ωm)).
(5.27)
We can use the constraints (5.25) in order to reduce the number of the governing equa-






(−3− 3w + (z − x4)(1 + 3w)− 4Q2(−1 + x2)






(4Q2x+Q((5 + 3w)x2 + 3(1 + w)(z − 1))






(−4Q3x+ 2z −Q2(1− 3w(5 + 3w)x2 + 3(1 + w)z)
− Qx(−5− 3w + (1 + 3w)x2 + (3 + 2Γ + 3w)z)),
(5.28)
where Γ = f
′
Rf ′′ . The system is closed as long as Γ can be fully expressed in terms of
the dynamical variables. In the case of the logarithmic model R lnR under study, we
specifically have
Γ ≡ z
z − y . (5.29)
The above system (5.28) defines the dynamics of a general f(R) theory for which Γ is
invertible in terms of the dynamical variables. Looking at the above system, one can
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observe that the system has an invariant sub-manifold z = 0. From the definition of
the dynamical variable z, z = 0 is equivalent to R = 0. Consequently we obtain an
important result:
For all well defined functions f(R), with f ′ > 0 and f
′
Rf ′′ expressed in terms
of the dynamical variables defined by (5.24), a FLRW spacetimes with non-
negative Ricci scalar continues to be so both in the future and the past. Also
an R = 0 spacetimes can never undergo a bounce in the future or the past
[105].
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5.5 The fixed points, stability and exact solutions
The system (5.28) can be simplified further by using the constraints (5.25). This leads
to reduction of the system (5.28), namely the system becomes two equations instead of
three
x′ = − (x
2 − 1)
3Q(Q+ 2x)





(−x+ 2Q4x+ x5 +Q2x(3 + x2) +Q3(2 + 5x2)−Q(1 + x2 + 2x4)).
(5.31)
5.5.1 The vacuum case
In the vacuum case, we set Ωm = 0 to emphasize the absence of matter. We shall divide
the obtained fixed points into two classes regarding whether the fixed point is analytical
or not. In general, when we refer to the fixed points with (+) we mean that it lies in
the expanding part of the phase space; consequently if we refer to it with (−) we mean
that it exists in the contracting part of the phase space. In what follows we only have
one fixed point that lies on the border between the expanding and contracting parts.
5.5.1.1 The class of analytical fixed points
The first class is obtained in a regular way by setting x′ = 0 and y′ = 0, and making
sure that the denominators in (5.30) are never equal to zero at these points.
A+ = (x→ 1, Q→ 1/2),
A− = (x→ −1, Q→ −1/2),
B+ = (x→ 0, Q→ 1/
√
2),




We notice that the class is independent of the parameters α0 and R0.
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5.5.1.2 The class of non-analytical fixed points
At these points the denominator of (5.30) equals zero.
C+ = (x→ 1, Q→ 0),
C− = (x→ −1, Q→ 0),
D+ = (x→ −1, Q→ 2),
D− = (x→ 1, Q→ −2),
E = (x→ 0, Q→ 0).
(5.33)
Considering the nature of the governing equations (5.30), one can easily see that in case
of any point with coordinate Q = 0, the usual procedure of finding the fixed points fails.
Meanwhile, the phase space Fig [5.1] demonstrates that three of the fixed points lay on
the line Q = 0.
Therefore, the respective stabilities of these points were inferred by inspecting the be-
haviour of solutions in the neighbourhood of each point 4. We summarise the fixed
points coordinates alongside with classifications and stability in table [5.1].
5.5.1.3 Stability of the fixed points
In the case of fixed points A±, the linearised matrix has both a positive and a negative
eigenvalue which is, as we stated before, independent of the model parameters; i.e. it is
always a saddle point.
The two fixed points B± have two independent conjugate complex eigenvalues which
means that the two points are spirals. The only difference between the two points with
respect to stability is that B+ is stable whilst B− is unstable.
In case of the C+, both eigenvalues are dependent and positive real numbers, and thus
the point is a repeller.
For C−, we follow the same analysis of C+; both of the eigenvalues are dependent and
negative real numbers, thus the point is an attractor.
The analysis of the two points D± are typically the same as the points C± with the same
classification repeller/attractor.
The last point, E , has two eigenvalues opposite in sign, therefore the point is classified
as a saddle.
4Inferring the stability of theses fixed points by means of numerical treatment can be found in
Appendix A.
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The phase space Fig [5.1] exhibits the nine fixed points: A± , B± C±, D± and E. More-
over, the figure exhibits line Q = 0 as a border between the expanding and contracting
solutions. One can see a kind of symmetry on both sides of Q = 0 in terms of the
number of the fixed points and their types.
Figure 5.1: Vacuum portrait placed on it the 9-fixed points and the orbits between
them.
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5.5.2 Exact solutions of the scale factor a(t) at the fixed points










We use the definitions of the dynamical variables z and Q and simplifying, we have
Ḣ = H2(−2 + z
Q2
)




From now on we substitute each fixed point coordinates into (5.35) separately; to obtain
the solutions at each fixed point. We preview the solution a(t) at A+(1, 12),
Ḣ = −2H2. (5.36)
This is a first order ODE in H and t. We adopt the method of separating variables to









The last equation (5.37) is another first order ODE in a and t. The solution can be




The same procedure could have been adopted for the rest of the fixed points, but a




singularity does not occur if we assure5 that the whole term vanishes; i.e. the numerator
reaches zero faster than the denominator. For the points near which the scale factor
increases exponentially with time, namely the points B± , the points are said to represent
de-Sitter universes. The evolution of the scale factor a(t) near the other fixed points
resolves radiation-like universes as the scale factor increases with the square root of
the cosmic time.
Although the dynamical systems approach has proved to be efficient in understanding
the dynamics of the modified field equations, the approach has some short-comings. One
5We include a numerical treatment to this problem in Appendix B.
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short-coming is that the dynamical analysis admits some fixed points which correspond
to solutions of the dynamical system, but do not satisfy the cosmological equations. In
fact, we have that exact situation in our study. Let us consider the fixed points C± and
E : these fixed points are true fixed points and admit cosmological solutions, however
they do not satisfy the cosmological equations. In many cases, constants of integration,
which emerge in families of solutions to the cosmological equations, result in additional
constraints which must be satisfied by all physical points of the system. Setting the
derivatives of the dynamical variables equal to zero;
x′ = F (x) = 0, (5.39)
implies two consequences,
F (x) = 0, (5.40)
or
x′ = 0 =⇒ x = constant (5.41)
Solutions to (5.39) may result from solving either the equations (5.40) or (5.41), where
the latter now represents a set of constraints imposed on the system [79].
Therefore, the fixed points C± and E , which are being placed on the non-invariant Q = 0
submanifold, exemplify solutions for which the scale factor is time independent and thus
represent static universes.
Fixed points Coordinates (x,Q) Solution a(t) Classifications





) a(t) = a0e
H0(t−t0) Stable/Unstable Spirale
C± (±1, 0) a(t) = a0(2t− t0)
1
2 Repeller/Attractor
D± (∓1,±2) a(t) = a0(2t− t0)
1
2 Repeller/Attractor
E (0, 0) a(t) = a0 Saddle
Table 5.1: coordinates of the fixed points, solutions and classifications.
5.6 The matter case
In this section we investigate the behaviour of the dynamics in presence of a matter
component. The equivalent dynamical equations in this case are
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x′ =
−1
6(−1 + (Q+ x)2 + z)((−1 +Q+ x)(1 +Q+ x)(−1 + x
2)(−3(1 + w)
+ (Q+ x)(4Q+ x+ 3wx)) +Q2(−5− 3w(13 + 9w)x2))z




3(−1 + (Q+ x)2 + z)((−1 +Q+ x)(1 +Q+ x)(−3(1 + w)Q
+ (−5− 3w + 4Q2)x+ (5 + 3w)Qx2 + (1 + 3w)x3
− (3(1 + w)Q(−2 +Q2)) + (−2(5 + 3w) + (13 + 9w)Q2)x





(−4xQ3 + 2z −Q2(1− 3w(5 + 3w)x2 + 3z(1 + w))
+ Qx(5 + 3w − (1 + 3w)x2 + z(−3− 3w − 2z−1 + z + (Q+ x)2 ))).
(5.44)
As a result of the definitions of the compact variables, we find that the only value for
w, which of physical interest, is w = −1. In order to obtain the system fixed points, we
follow the same procedure as in the vacuum case. We set x′ = 0, z′ = 0 and Q′ = 0 then
solving for x, z and Q.






















, z → 0, Q→ 0).
(5.45)
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Intuitively, the fixed points A±, B± are independent of the model parameters and the
equation of state w. Furthermore, we find that fixed point C depends on the value of
the equation of state w. Therefore we emphasize that the set of fixed points is common
for that set of models. Regarding A± and B± two of the eigenvalues are zeros, thus the
linear theory of stability fails. Instead, we adopt the Center Manifold Theory in order
to classify the stability of these fixed points. The last fixed point, namely, (0, 0, 0) is
different because in this case all the eigenvalues are zeros, and hence even the Center
Manifold Theory breaks down. Thus, a numerical treatment has been used to find
out the stability of this fixed point. Table [5.2] includes the matter fixed points, their
stability and the solutions for the scale factor at these fixed points.
Fixed points Coordinates (x, z,Q) Solution a(t) Classifications
A± (±1, 0,±12) a(t) = a0(2t− t0)
1
2 Stable/Unstable Saddle node
B± (0, 1,± 1√
2
) a(t) = a0e
H0(t−t0) Stable/Unstable Saddle node
C(w = -1) (0, 0, 0) a(t) = a0 Saddle
Table 5.2: The matter case fixed points with their stability and the solutions a(t)
which they represents.
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5.7 Non-compact phase space analysis of R lnR model
In the previous section we established a compact analysis of the phase space to study
the stability of the fixed points admitted by the autonomous system (5.27). The merit
of this analysis is the ability to bring the non-finite equilibrium points into a finite
phase space to apply the same procedure in finding the eigenvalues and classify the fixed
points. There are, however, some finite fixed points i.e. (A± and B±) that did not
benefit from the compact analysis. This suggests that a non-compact analysis is helpful
in revealing the evolution of the model dynamics between the different fixed points.
Moreover, the non-compact analysis, as we shall see in next sections, can be used to
study the expansion history of any f(R) model. In order to construct that non-compact

















The Friedmann equation (5.18) can be re-expressed to give a constraint equation in
terms of the above variables:
1 = Ω̃m + υ̃ − ỹ − x̃. (5.47)
We are very interested in investigating the expansion history of metric f(R) exemplified
in the logarithmic model R lnR, thus we will differentiate the non-compact variables with
respect to redshift (z). Integrating the resultant equations would reveal the expansion
history of this model.























(−1 + 3w + x̃+ 2υ̃), (5.51)
where the parameter Γ is given by
Γ =
υ̃
υ̃ − ỹ , (5.52)
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The chapter, however, is concerned with investigating the expansion history of a universe
filled with dust, and the gravitational interactions in this universe are described by
f(R) = R(1 + α0 ln(
R
R0
)). So it is more convenient to introduce a more specific version




















(4− 2υ̃ + x̃υ̃














5.8 Comparing the model (R(1 + α0 ln(
R
R0
))) with the stan-
dard model ΛCDM
In this section we integrate the system (5.54) in order to calculate the evolution of the
key cosmological parameters with redshift (z). In fact, this integration enable us to
make precise comparison between the R lnR model and the ΛCDM model. For the
sake of introducing robust results for the expansion history, and suppressing the ghost
fields that arise when we use a certain parametrisation for effective equation of state,
we calculate both effective and total equations of state using two parametrisations.
This technique has proven to be helpful. In the case of the model R lnR one of the
parametrization exhibits ghost fields and singularities in the effective equation of state.
These singularities do not exist when we switch to the other parametrization6.
5.8.1 Initial conditions for R(1 + α0 ln(
R
R0
)) at z0 = 5
In order to integrate system (5.54), we need to compute the initial value of each non-
compact variable contributed to that system at z0 = 5. We calculate the initial con-
ditions at redshift z0 = 5 as we are primarily interested in studying the late time
6For the total EOS (wTot), difference between the results of the two methods is of order O(10−8).
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accelerated expansion. We use the present-day (z0 = 0) values for Ωm and ΩΛ,
Ωm0 = 0.26, ΩΛ0 = 0.68, (5.55)
We use the last equation (5.55) to evaluate the initial values of the normalized Hubble
parameter (h0) and the deceleration parameter (q0) at z0 = 5,
h0(z0 = 5) =
√
Ωm0(1 + z0)3 + ΩΛ0 = 7.53923, (5.56)
and
q0(z0 = 5) =
Ωm0(1 + z0)
3 − 2ΩΛ0
2(Ωm0(1 + z0)3 + ΩΛ0)
= 0.48205, (5.57)




0(1− q0) = 176.64, (5.58)




h20(1 + α0 + α0 ln(r̃0))
= 0.79235, (5.60)
ỹ0 =
r̃0(1 + α0 ln(r̃0))
6h20(1 + α0 + α0 ln(r̃0))
= 0.50133, (5.61)
We use the constraint (5.47) to calculate the initial value of x̃,
x̃0 = Ω̃m0 + υ̃0 − ỹ0 − 1 = −0.19103 (5.62)
5.8.2 Hubble parameter h(z)




Ωm0(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ0. (5.63)
While, the dimensionless Hubble parameter (h) in the R lnR model can be obtained by
integrating , numerically, the system (5.54). The figures below [5.2] show a comparison
between the evolution of (h(z)) in the two models.
We can observe that there is a good agreement between the evolutionary behaviour of
h(z) of the two models over the selected range of redshifts. In general, we found that
increasing the value of the parameter α0 makes the discrepancies between R lnR and
ΛCDM significantly less. At the same time, we should be careful of giving higher values
to α0 because this makes the model suffer several singularities and ghost fields.
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Figure 5.2: A comparison between the evolution of normalized Hubble parameter in
ΛCDM model and the f(R) gravity R lnR model.
5.8.3 Deceleration parameter q(z)







Ωm,0(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ,0
), (5.64)
whilst in the R lnR model, the deceleration parameter is given by
q = 1− υ̃. (5.65)
Fig [5.3] exhibits the evolution of the deceleration parameter in both the R lnR and
the ΛCDM model. Although choosing α0 = 0.04 or 0.1 leads to discrepancies between
the two models and makes the R lnR model gain undesirable behaviour at the present
epoch; i.e. the universe decelerating instead of accelerating, assigning α0 = 0.55 makes
a major change in the behaviour of the universe in the present epoch and gives the
universe the required acceleration.
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Figure 5.3: A comparison between the evolution of deceleration parameter in the
ΛCDM model and the R lnR model.
5.8.4 The Effective Equation of State weff
We discuss the different parametrizations through which we cast the effective equation
of state. We stress that the different expressions for effective equation of state come as a
natural result to the way in which we construct the modified field equations. Although
there is a debate about which parametrization expresses the real physical state of the
system under study, there is no doubt that the total equation of state should be the
same as it expresses the physical state of the regime regardless of the way in which the
field equations are being formulated. Particularly, for our model we could reveal that
the outputs of the two different methods is the same.
5.8.4.1 The first method for obtaining, wEff
If we set the modified field equation as
















gµν + (∇µ∇ν − gµν)f ′(R)], (5.67)
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(f ′R− f)− 3HṘf ′′], (5.68)
−Ḣ = 1
2f ′
[ρm + Pm + R̈f
′′ + f ′′′Ṙ2 −HṘf ′′]. (5.69)
In this case, we read off energy density and pressure of the dark-energy component from











[2HṘf ′′ + R̈f ′′ + Ṙ2f ′′′ +
1
2
(f −Rf ′)]. (5.71)
The non-conservation of continuity equation is given by




the last equation can be re-formulated in the following form
˙̃ρDE + 3Hρ̃DE(1 + w̃DE −
ḟ ′
3Hf ′2
ρm) = 0. (5.73)
Consequently, the effective equation of state reads




The last equation can be reformulated in terms of the non-compact variables (5.46) as
follows











(υ̃ − 2)), (5.77)
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Substituting (5.78) into (5.75), the effective equation of state then takes the form
wEff =
1− 2υ̃ − Ω̃mx̃
3(1− Ω̃m)
. (5.79)
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Α0 = 0.04

























Figure 5.4: A comparison between the evolution of the effective equation of state in
the model R lnR. The parameter R0 is always equal to unity
The evolution of the total equation of state wTot exhibits a negative value at the present
epoch (z = 0), which is interesting since a negative value of the total equation of state
accounts for the present cosmic speed-up.
Α0 = 0.04






























Figure 5.5: A comparison between the evolution of the total equation of state in the
model R lnR.
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5.8.4.2 The second method for obtaining, wEff
In this approach we manipulate the modified field equations in order to suppress the
























= f̈ ′ + 2Hḟ ′ +
f(R)−Rf ′(R)
2
+ (H2 − R
3
)(1− f ′). (5.83)













Obviously, opting for the parameter α = 0.55 gives a desirable behaviour to the total
equation of state i.e. it reaches −0.5 at the present epoch. This could possibly explain
how the cosmic speed-up could arise as a consequence of modifying the gravity. Although
the total equation of state exhibits a good behaviour, one can observe that several
singularities appear in Fig [5.6]. These singularities are not recovered even when the
value of the parameter α0 increases. Moreover, the model suffers phantom behaviour,
and again this behaviour cannot be recovered by increasing the value of α0. We conclude
that it is better to use the first method in calculating the effective equation of state (5.79);
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Figure 5.6: The evolution of the effective equation of state wEff for the model R lnR,
using the second method.
Α0 = 0.04






























Figure 5.7: The evolution of the total equation of state wTot for the model R lnR,
using the second method.
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the method cured the model from two very undesirable behaviours i.e. singularities in
solutions and phantom behaviour.
5.9 Comparing the model R(1+α0 ln(
R
R0
)) with ΛCDM model
at z0 = 20
In this section, we integrate the system (5.54) with initial conditions evaluated at red
shift z0 = 20. Our motivation behind this selection to the initial value is seeking the
possibility that changing the initial condition might lead to a better results regarding
the value of the total equation of state at the present epoch, the thing will reinforcement
the cosmic speed-up phenomena. Hereafter, the results of the comparisons between the
logarithmic f(R) model and the ΛCDM model
5.9.1 Initial conditions for R(1 + α0 ln(
R
R0
)) with (R0 = 1& α0 = 0.04) at
z0 = 20
In order to integrate system (5.54) we need to compute the initial value of each non-
compact variable contributed to that system. We use the present day (z0 = 0) values
for Ωm and ΩΛ
Ωm0 = 0.26, ΩΛ0 = 0.68. (5.86)
We use the last equation to evaluate the initial values of the normalized Hubble param-
eter and the deceleration parameter at z0 = 20,
h0(z0 = 20) =
√
Ωm0(1 + z0)3 + ΩΛ0 = 49.0769, (5.87)
and
q0(z0 = 20) =
Ωm0(1 + z0)
3 − 2ΩΛ0
2(Ωm0(1 + z0)3 + ΩΛ0)
= 0.4995775. (5.88)




0(1− q0) = 7231.74, (5.89)




h20(1 + α0 + α0 ln(r̃0))
= 0.716413, (5.91)
ỹ0 =
r̃0(1 + α0 ln(r̃0))
6h20(1 + α0 + α0 ln(r̃0))
= 0.486079, (5.92)
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we use the constraint (5.47) to find out the initial value of x̃,
x̃0 = Ω̃m0 + υ̃0 − ỹ0 − 1 = −0.269243 (5.93)
5.9.2 Hubble parameter h(z)




Ωm0(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ0. (5.94)
While the dimensionless Hubble parameter (h) in the R lnR model can be obtained once
we integrate the system (5.54) numerically. Fig [5.8] below shows a comparison between
the evolution the parameter (h(z)) in the two models.
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Figure 5.8: A comparison between the evolution of normalized Hubble parameter in
ΛCDM model and the f(R) gravity R lnR model.
5.9.3 Deceleration parameter q(z)







Ωm,0(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ,0
), (5.95)
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while in R lnR model, the deceleration parameter is given by
q = 1− υ̃. (5.96)
One can observe that increasing the value of the parameter α0, makes the behaviour of
the deceleration parameter of f(R) closer to the behaviour of ΛCDM model.
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Figure 5.9: A comparison between the evolution of deceleration parameter in ΛCDM
model and the f(R) gravity R lnR model.
5.9.4 The total equation of state wTot
In a previous section, we demonstrated two methods to derive the effective equation of
state and as a consequence derived the total equation of state. One of the motivations
was clarifying that the total equation of state stays the same regardless of derivation
methods. In this subsection, we show that by adjusting the value of the parameter α0 to
be around 0.55, we can attain a good behaviour for the total equation of state. At the
present cosmological epoch, the total equation of state reaches wTot = −0.36. Although
This value for wTot meets the critical condition for an accelerated expansion epoch, the
value is too far from the constraints implied by the recent observations i.e.wTot ≈ −1.
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Figure 5.10: The evolution of the total equation of state wTot for the model R lnR,
using the second method.
5.10 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has been dedicated to present some new original work on studying the
model R(1 + α0 ln(
R
R0
)). Before we started in studying the dynamics of the model, I
paved the way by revisiting the calculations in [7]. This paper is considered as one
of the most lucid sources in studying the dynamics of the cosmological models. After
that, we established a parallel study to the dynamics of the model R lnR. First, we
investigated the dynamics of vacuum case and later on the matter case. For both cases we
introduced new normalized cosmological parameters, these parameters are very helpful
in compacting the phase space and, moreover, help to study the fixed points lying at
infinity. A detailed classification of the fixed points and the solution for the scale factor
at each of fixed point has been established. Although the compact phase space analysis
is advantageous, a non-compact phase space analysis should be constructed to study the
expansion history of the model. Consequently, we introduced another set of normalized
cosmological variables. The expansion history, then, can be obtained if we integrate the
system (5.54). We incorporated the initial conditions of the ΛCDM model in the new




model at red shift z = 5 and z = 20. We calculated the effective equation of state with
two methods, and I proved that the total equation of state is the same regardless which
method is used. The parameters of the model R(1 +α0 ln(
R
R0
)) need to be fine-tuned in
order to have a desirable behaviour.
Chapter 6
Final Remarks
The underlying aim of this thesis was to discuss the application of dynamical systems
theory to the field of Extended Theories of Gravity (ETG). The dynamical systems
approach has been shown to be very useful in studying (ETG). Due to the high complex
nature of this type of theories, it is not easy to gain an understanding of stability
and global behaviour of the underlying cosmological models. The dynamical systems
approach addresses some of these problems, since it provides one with exact solutions
through the determination of equilibrium points and a (qualitative) description of the
global dynamics of the system. In this thesis we have adopted this method to study
the cosmologies associated with the R lnR model. A theory with a Lagrangian of the
type R(1 + α0 ln(
R
R0
)) first considered in [122], the underlying idea is making use of
the effective field theory to resolve the hierarchy problem between the Planck scale and
the infra-red cosmological acceleration scale. The study of the model firstly focused
on compactifying the phase space to study the fixed points which lay at infinity. In
more detail, we identified the analytical fixed points and the non-analytical fixed points,
classified their types (repeller, attractor,..., etc), determined their stability, and the
exact solutions at every point. Secondly, we investigated the non-compact version of
the dynamics, which allowed to have a close look at the expansion history of the model.
We, then, established a comparison between the expansion history of the well known
ΛCDM model and the R lnR model. The comparison between the two models revealed
that R lnR model’s parameters need to be fine-tuned in order to have a good evolution
for the total equation of state, enabling it to account for the current cosmic speed-up.
For specific values of the parameter α0, we obtained a good value for the present day
total equation of state which revealed that the accelerated expansion epoch which our
universe experiences has a geometrical origin. Although in my study the model’s total
equation of state has a negative value at the present epoch, the model failed to show the
correct cosmological evolution, namely the model did not admit any matter-domination
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epoch after the radiation epoch. This was anticipated, since the fixed points have not
included any matter-like points. In our probing to this model we employed a flat FLRW
metric, so we think it is worthwhile to construct a separate study in which the spatial
curvature is considered. Instead of fine-tuning the model parameters, they need to be
constrained by the data. The response of the Cosmic Microwave Background power
spectrum, the growth of structure and the Newtonian limit, to the general modification
of GR must be investigated and confronted with current observations such as the latest
CMB data from Planck, BAO and gravitational lensing data to obtain new constraints
on the form of f(R).
Appendix A
Stability of the fixed points C±,D±
and E in the vacuum case
In chapter 4, we demonstrated a problem which encounters the dynamical phase space
analysis: The phase space portrait shows some fixed points C±,D± and E , but these
fixed points cannot be extracted by the usual mathematical procedure. In order to
classify these fixed points, we solved the cosmological equations numerically with initial
conditions taken around every fixed point. Fig [??] shows the behaviour of the solution
curves in the vicinity of each point.
• For the fixed point C+; if we take the initial conditions to be close to the point, the
solution curves, x(t) and Q(t), move forward from the fixed point and approach
another fixed point. This suggests that the fixed point is a Repeller.
• The fixed point C− is different because the solution curves approach the fixed point
as the time grows, in other words the fixed point attracts the curves toward it.
Clearly, C− represents an attractor.
• The same argument applies for the the two fixed points D±. Their classifications
are Repeller and attractor, respectively.
• The last fixed point E is a saddle as the solution curves do not approach the point
neither in the history nor the future.
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Figure A.1: The evolution of the solution of the cosmological equation of the vacuum
case around every non-analytic fixed point.
Appendix B
The exact solutions at the fixed
points C± and E
In case of the fixed points C± and E , the exact solutions at these fixed points can be
regularly derived if we guarantee that the quantity 1−x
2
6Q2
vanishes over time at each of
the three fixed points.
Figure B.1: The evolution of the function 1−x
2
6Q2 over time. The plots show that this
quantity reaches zero at each of the three fixed points.
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